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FOREWORD
Thin report presents the final results of one of the 46 projects comxprising the military-effect
program of Operation Plumbbob, which included 24 teat detonations at the Nevada Test Site in
1957.

For overall Plunibbob mnhlltary-effecta information, the reader is referred to the -Summary
Report of the Director, DOD Teat Group (Programs 1-9), " ITR- 1445, which includes: (1) a
description of each detonation, including yield, zero-point location and environment, type of de-
vice, ambient atmospheric conditions, etc.; (2) a discussion of project results; (3) a summary
of the objectives and results of each project; and (4) a listing of project reports for the military-
effect program.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the project was to investigate the behavior of pressure-activated antitaik mines
under air-blast loading from a nuclear detonation. Of particular interest were the reliability of
current methods ior predicting probability of land-mine artuation from nuclear detonations, the
effect of burial depth on mine actuation, and the effect of sympathetic actuation in extending the
range of mine clearance. In addition, a study was initiated to determine if special methods were
needed for prediction of mine actuation at particular ranges of transition in the pressure-wave
shape.

Fifteen mine types, both United States and foreign, were employed. Test results indicated:
(1) the procedures for predicting mine actuation under nuclear detonations were reasonably
accurate; (2) in the live mine fields, sympathetic actuation occurred among mines; (3) the re-
sponse of the Universajl Indicator Mines (UIM) increased with burial depths to a maximum value
between 6 and 9 inches; and (4) the reliability of the actuaton curves can be improved by labora-
tory testing of adequate sampling of mines.

Included within the project were four subprojects conducted by or for Picatinny Arsenal,
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories (DOFL), Chemical Warfare Laboratory (CWL), and th-.
United Kingdom.

The purpose of the study by Plcatinny Arsenal was to evaluate the effectiveness of two experi-
mental actuation devices, High Hat and Partner, In providing pressure-actuated mines with pro-
tection agai.-st blast effects of nuclear detonations. It was concluded that High Hat provided
significantly improved resistance to clearance and warranted further development. Although
Partner worked well at high overpressure, it was concluded that the value of the design was
questionable at pressures less than 16 psi.

Chemical Warfare Laboratory attempted to determine qualitatively the ground contaminat!on
pattern produced by E-5 land mines det.onated by a nuclear blast. Two mines were d&4onated by
Shot Priscilla. Preliminary Inspection showed that the contaminant was apread to a distance of
5 yards from the mine detonation. Analysis indicated a difference in the distribotton nof ground
contamination patterns between mines detonated by the nuclearblast and those detonated Individ-
ually prior to the test. Dust storms tnat followed the explosion may have been responsible for
the observed difference.

A special program w-as instituted to test four British mines under conditiont specified by
Britinh authorities. The objective was to supplement current British data on the behavior of
these mires under nuclear-blast loading. A cursory examination was made after the blast to
determine: (1) displacement of mine by blast, (2) damage to the mine body, and (3) functioning
of the fuzes. Analysis will be performed by the British and the results determined are not a
part of this test program nor are such results expected to be available.
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Chopter I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this roject was to investigate the behavior of pressure-activated antitank

mines under air-blast loading from a nuclear detonation. To represent the various actuation
-. 4systems, mines from the United States and from NATO and other foreig: nations were used.

The aspects of particular interest in the investigation were: (1) reliabil ý.y of current methods
for predicting the probability of land mine detonation from nuclear detonations, (2) effects of
depth of burial upon the actuation of the mines, (3) effect of sympathetic actuation in extending
the radius of clearance, and (4) percentage of mines actuated by the explosion. In addition, it
was expected to determine if special methods for predicting mine actuation would be needed at
particular ranges where transitions in the pressure wave shape occurred.

Picatiniuy Arsenal investigated the effectiveness of two experimental designs in providing
pressure-actuated mines with protection against nuclear blast effects. The two desiLns were
code-named High Hat and Partner.

Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories (DOFL) investigated the vulnerability of three types of
antitank influence mine fuzes subjected to nuclear detoaation.

Chemical Warfare Laboratory (CWL) investigated the ground contamination pattern produced
by E-5 chemical land mines which had been detonated by a nuclear detonation.

A special investigation was conducted for the United Kingdom to investliats the behavior of
three types of British antitank mines and one British antipersonnel mine uu&dr ulast loading
from a nuclear weapon.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Minefield clearance projects were conducted in three previous operations at the NTS.

1.2.1 Operation Buster, Project 3.5, October 1951 (Reference 1). Universal Indicator Mine.
(UIM) were employed at 0 and 6 inches of burial. It was found that readings from the UIM were
greater at 6 inches of burial than at 0 Inches of burial. This was in contradiction to high-
explosive tests, where there was a reduction in UIM readings as the depth of burial increased.
It was also found that scaling techniques for UiM readings developed for high-explosive tests
were not adequate for atomic explosions and reovired modification. The radius of mine clear-
ance was not as large as expected, due to an unexplained skip effect. It was also determined
that weapons detonated at heights (in feet) greater than three times the cube root of the yield
(in pounds) were not effective for minefield clearance.

1.2.2 Operation Snapper, Project 3.4, April 1952 (Reference 2). The test was designed to
study the unexplained phenomena of skip effect and the increase in mine actuation with burial
depth found during the Buster test. The tw, effects were again observed. The shape of the ini-
tial portion of the pressure wave and the slow rise to peak pressure were proposed as possible
answers to the skip phenomenon. The increase in mine actuation with depth of burial down to
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6 inches was thought to be caused by the 3hape of the incident pressure pulse and an extraneous
surface effect. It was eslimatcd that for optimum or near-optimum range of clearance, a weap-
on should be detor. ted at a height (in feet) equal to the cube root of the yield (in pounds).

1.2.3 Operation Upshot-Knothole, Protect 3.18, March 1953 (Reference 3). Live mines were
tested for the first time under a nuclear c€plosior. The M-15, M-6, M-14, and the UIM were
employed. The skip eflect and increase in actuation with depth of burial were again observed;
however, the increase in preseure-plate deflection or mine actuation with deptu was considered'
insignificant down to about 6 inches of burial, and beyond that depth deflection (or actuation' de-.
creased. The first quantitative explanation that might account for part of the above phenomena
was given. It was theoretically shown that if the pressure wave has a grafual rise to itR maxi-
mum value, an increase in prossure-plate deflection can occur with an increase in burial depth.
It was shown, alo, that for the lWng pressure rise time, normal in nuclear blasts, static con-
siderations should govern prediction u.' the activation of mines. The static response of mines
to nuclear blasts is -,enerally less than the mine response under dynamic high-e=plosive loading,
the probable reason for the phenomenon formerly referred to as the skip effect. The live-mine-
field data showed that sympathetic actuation increased the range of mine clearance for M-6
mni~es. Sympathetic actuation or blast-induced actuationl Is the actualion of a mine caused by
the explosion of another mine. In a nuclear detonation, the blast of a mine explosion may rein-

force the basic pressure pulse and cause a greater percentage of actuation of adjacent mines.

1.3 WAVE THECRY AND LABOI&ATORY ANALYSIS

To determine the effocts, of blact on preesure-activated mines, consideration has been given
to both the vaeiat ions of the shock pulse and the theory of mine actuation.

1.3.1 The Precursor Wave. The precurso- ;rave phenomenon can have an important effect
on the clearance of mines by blast. One of the essential differences between high-explosive and
nuclear explosions is the tremendous thermal radiation as 2ciated with nuclear detonations.
When the thermal radiaticn reaches the ground surface, a heated layer is formed at the earth's
surface. This )aye 'a composed of air and dust particles whcse resultant density is consider-
ably higher than the density of air. This layer is formed prior to the arrival of the shock at the
ground-air interface. It is believed that this results in a higher particle velocity in this medium.
Therefore, after reflection, a pressure wave (known as the precursor) travels along the ground
ahead of the main shock. The succession of the two pulses results in a total pressure pulse of
long duration with a long rise time to the peak pressure. Since some of the initial energy of the
shock has been utilized in the creation of the precursor, the peak pressure is less than would
have been expected from a free air shock at comparable ranges. The passage of this long-
duration wave of slow rise time causes the mines to react as though undergoing static compres-
sion, rather than loading from a step Impulse. This type of behavior is experienced until the
main shock catches the precursor and the two merge into a single sharp shocl" front. In this
latter region, the mines react as though struck by a suddenly applied load.

1.3.2 Laboratory Analysis awd Mine-Actuation Theory. To evaluate mine behavior under
blast-pressure loading, a contract was initiated by the Corps of Engineers with Midwest Research
Institute. The objectives of this contract were to obtain extensive data on the characteristics of
pressure-activated land mines under both static and dynamic loading and to develop a reliable
theory to predict pressure-type mine actuation under varying conditions of loading, depth of
burial, and type of soil (Reference 4). One of the simplest theories developed for mine actuation
was to simulate the mine with a linear one-degree-of-freedom mass-spring system. In tiis
analogy, the pressure plate was the mass, and the spring force of the pressure plate was the
resisting force that was proportional to the displaciment of the mass. In general, the loading
force on the mine was suddenly applied; however, the theory was extended to give results with
a gradually applied loading force. Procedures were developed for linearization of the actual

14
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non-linear pressure-plate spring '3rce. The mine body was assumed rigid, and no considera-

tion waz given to soil elasticity under the mine. Consideration of the soil over the mine could

We t.ken into account by the addition to the mass of tI.e pressure-plate of a portion of the mass

of the soil over the preiture-plate. The theory was developed primarily for long-duration (50

to 100 msec) pressure pulses of low amplitude (10 to 30 psi).

A comparison of the above theory with experirsental data from a dynamic mine-loading device

indicated that the theory predicted true mine-ac-tation pressures within 30 percent for a number

of the mine types (TAi-43, TMK, M-15, TMDB, TM-41). This theory, in conjunction with the

rdata on static mine characteristics, served as a basis for determining the overpressures at

which the mines were to be placed.
Other, more-elaborate theories were developed to include the mass of the mine body, elastic-

ity of the soil under the mine, and the behavior of the soil over the pressure pla.e. Detailed

analysis of these theoies is to be found in Reference 4.

A
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Chapter 2

PROCEDURE
2.1 SHOT PARTICIPATION

The mine-field clearance test was conducted during Shot Priscilla in Frenchman Flat at the
NTS. The'device had a yield of 36.6 kt and was fired from a 700-foot balloon (1.67 times the
cube root of the yield in pounds).

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

A Ballistics Research Laboratories (BRL) self -recording pressure-time gage was placed in
the center of each live mine field. Similar gages were placed at the beginning of the arc on the
inert side of the mine field (Figure 2.1). It was anticipated that a comparison of any two records
at the same ground distance would show the extent to which the pressure pulse from the detona-
tion of live mines reinforced the basic nuclear pressure pulse. In addition, three special
pressure-time gages, mounted in conventional M-15 mine cases, were buried with 9, 12, and
36 inches of cover at 1.250 feet from ground zero to test the gage performance and to supplement
other pressure-time records.

Waterways Experiment Station (WES), under the auspices of Project 3.8, took random soil
samples in Frenchman Flat of undisturbed soil and found good homogeneity down to depths of
at least 4 feet. In addition, eleven samples of disturbed soil were taken at depths of from 3 to
36 inches. These samples were obtained from shafts which had been drilled and refilled, there-
by simulating the actual procedure c! mine burial. Each of the samples was analyzed to deter-
mine the density, water content, and modulus of deformation.

2.3 TEST ITEMS

The following mines were used in the test:

Origin Type Figure

USA M-15 2.2
M-19 2.3
UIM 2.4

Danish W/47-1 2.5
V,/47-11 2.6
3•52 2.7

Italian CC-48 2.8
CS-42/3 2.9 -

SACI 2.10

USSR TMD-B 2.11
TM-41 2.12

Belgian PRB-ND-49 2.13

German TMI-43 2.14

French Model 19.4 2.1r

British Mark VII 2.16
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2.4 PLACEMENT

Estimated overpressures for the various probabilities of actuation aue presented in Table 2.1.
"iicted overpressures as a function of range were taken from the official test predictions

2.17). Probabilities of actuation were obtained from a statistical anAlysis of Laboratory
-erence 4). Pressures for the location of mine fields to obtain 10, 50, and 90 percent

-....- Ay of actuation were determined by combining this laboratory lnforration with the pre-
aicted ranges. From the pretest predictions of the wave forms and the predicted pressures, it
appeared that the precursor would play a significant role in mine actuation to approximately
4,000 feet from ground zero. This meant that since the natural periods of the mines were shoit
compared to the predicted rise time of the atomic blait, static actuation pressures should be
used to determine the ranges at which most of the mines should be placed. The one exception
to this rule was the U-19 mine which was planted in fields determined by its response to dynamic
actuation pressures. Because limited iri.Lrmatlon on actuation pre&sures for the M-19 was avail-
able, it was placed in fields in and on both sides of the estimated transition region (from a wave
of slow rise time to a sharp shock). These considerations, coupled with the availability of the
mines, led to the decision to place tha M-19 in five fields covering a greater range of pressures.

Figure 2.15 French, Model 1951. Figure 2.16 British, Mark VII.

2.5 LAYOUT

The project layout is shown in Figure 2.18.

2.5.1 Inert and Live Mine Fields. Mines in both the inert and live fields were buried with
6 V , inches of soil cover. Placement holes were drilled by an earth auger with a 20-inch diAm-
eter bit. The placement pattern for each type of mine I. the inert mine fields is shown in Flgure
2.19. Inert models of the M-52, PRB-ND-49 an3 W/47-11 mines were equipped with live detona-
tores, since inert detonators were not available for these mines.

The live mine-field pattern is shown in Figure 2.20. Care was taken in the spacing of the
live mine fields (i.e., the spacing between each field) so that the effects of sympathetic detona-
tion, or actuation, would be confined within each field. The British Mark VII mine, which nor-
mally requires two pressure pulses for actuation, was mechanically armed when placed In a live
mine field so that a single pressure pulse could detonate the mine. This arming was necessary
since no recovery of live mines not detonated by the nuclear blast was to be made and therefore
it would not be possible to determine If the fuze had received sufficient pressure to arm the mine
if act. lion did not occur.

2.5.2 Depth of Burial in Mine Fields. Depth of burial is defined as the amount of cover over
the presqure p&Ate of the mine. The UIM and TMI-43 mines were used in the depth-d-burial
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investigation. The static pressure required to activate the TMi-43 mine ranged from 39.2 psi
for 1-percent detonation to 52.4 psi for 99-percent detonation. Previous work indicated that
there was good correlation between UIM readings and predictions of TMi-43 mine activation.
Layout of a typical depth of burial field is shown in Figure 2.21. The UIM fields were placed at

52

OEPT" OF COVER
OVER MINES (IN.)

0 ,0o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

6 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

6 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U

34 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 2.21 Layout, depth of burial.

ranges where overpressures of 5, 8, 10, 15, 21, 30, 40, 50, and 60 psi were predicted; two
fields each of TMi-43 mines were placed at 40, 50, and 60 psi ranges. A complete description
of the operation of tLe UIM is included in previous test reports (References 1, 2, and 3). Labora-
tory analysis by Midwest Research institute indicated that the gap between the bottom of the pres-
sure plate and the top of the fuze was a vital factor in determining the force for actuation. This
information, coupled with the fact that the indicator readings in the region of 0 to 10 mils were
of questionable reliability, led to a decision to increase the accuracy of measuring the response
of the UIM in the lower pressure regions. Accuracy was increased by the setting of the indicator
pin to within 2 mils from the under side of the pressure plate. Under these conditions, the de-
flection of the pressure plate could be measured when the deflection was less than 60 mils. The
setting was not made at ranges and depths where it was believed that Vibe deflection would exceed
60 mils.

For the same reasons, the gaps were als- measured for all TMi-43 mines before placement.

2.5.3 Change from a Static to a Dynamj. Pressure Pulse. In order to better determine the
region where the main shock overtakes the precursor and the steep-fronted shock begins -(that
is, where loading changes from static to ."ynamic), five UIM's were placed every 40 feet from
3,000 to 5,320 feet from ground zero all with 6 inches of earth cover (Figure 2.18). It was ex-
pected that the range of placement would provide indicator readings over this transition region.
The ranges of 3,240 and 3,280 feet were omitted since there was already a UIM field at 3,250

feet from ground zero. On all these mines, the gap was set at 2 mile.

2.6 XIE-FIELD CLEARANCE PROCEDURES

Before each live mine was planted, a %/2-pound charge of TNT, wrapped with detonating cord,
was placed in the bottom of the hole. The detonating cord was placed in a 6-inch trench as shown
in Figure 2.20. This provided a means of detonating any live mines that had not been actuated by
the nuclear blast. Aerial photographs were taken of the entire mine-field area just prior to and
just after the nuclear explosion. The pretest phottgraph was to be used for comparison with
postshot photographs and for postshot recovery orientation. Oil drums filled with soil were
placed at the corners of the fields for fiducial markers.
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Chupter 3

RESULTS Gnd DISCUSSION
The mine test results were satisfactory. Useful actuation data were obtained for most of the
live and inert mines. The UIM and TMi-43 mines gave pertinent data concerning variation of
mine behavior with depth of burial.

3.1 INSTRUMENTATION

3.1.1 Air-Blast Measurements. Of the 56 pressure-time records desired, only 28 complete
records were obtained. Nineteen r'cords presented only peak overpressure; six records were
only partially complete; no records were obtained at three stations. Of the peak-pressure rec-
ords, three were from peak-pressure gages. Pre-activatlon and gage malfunction, the causes
of which are discussed in References 7 and 8, were factors which contributed to the loss of
records.

For the special pressure-time gages mounted in M-15 mine cases placed at a range of 1,250
feet (actual overpressure of 76 psi), two of the three records were destroyed when the mine
casing was crushed. The third record (Figure 3.1) served as a source of information for the
pressure on a mine at a burial depth of 36 inches. It is believed that had a filler been placed
in the air pocket around the gage, crushing would not have occurred.

Pressurc results are compiled in Table 3.1. The graph in Figure 3.2 shows the predicted
and experimental curves of peak overpressure versus range. The experimental curve was based
on the results obtained from the gages on the inert side of the mine field and data from other
projects. Figure 3.3 shows pressure-time records taken from stations where comple.'. pressure-
time histories were recorded.

The amplitude scale of the pressure-time record can be estimated from the peak pressure
tabulated iL Table 3.1. The time scale is approximately 62.5 msec/in for gages at Stations IA,
2A, and 3A, and approximately 200 msec/in at all other stations.

3.1.2 Soil Calibration. Results from the various soil tests are shown in Table 3.2. Reference
5 gives additional details or. soil meam urements.

3.2 INERT AND LIVE MINE FIELDS

Results from the ]Ive and inert fields, along with actual overpressures and probability levels
of actuation, are presented in Table 3.3. The data on each field are contained in Appendix E.
Figure 3.4 is a postshot aerial photograph of the mine field area. It shows the general condition
of the entire field. The craters pictured on the photograph indicate the number of live-mine
detonations. This Information was useful in planning recovery procedures.

3.2.1 Determination of Cumulative Probability Distributions. Air blast records show that
the precursor in the 1,370 to 3,250-foot range had a reasonably sharp rise with the time to peak
varying between 3 and 24 msec. The one-degree-of-freedom theory with a gradually applied
load (Reference 4) indicates that for these rise times, most of the mines should respovd with a
pressure plate deflection greater than the deflection for a static load of the samie amplitvde. In
other words, the mine response to the precursor is between purely static and Iotally dynamLi.
As a result, the peak pressure of the precarsor necessary for actuation would be less than the
static actuation pressure. The r ,cords did indicate that the precursor was sometimes respon-

2 (Text continued on Page 38)
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Figure 3.1 Pressure record, mine pressure gage-.
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Figure 3.2 Overpressure ~-Iersus ground range.
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TAILZ 3.1 AIR-BEAST MEASUREMENTS

Predicted Recorded Tyeo ie Percent of

Rag ea ekMinos Remarks
Overpressue, Overpressure lafo Activated

IA 15 0 76 man Precuarsor incompleta

IA 1,370 so 60.6 Nosew
22 - - 53.7 19611 so Peak pressure only

IA 1,50 40 43.6 Needw
235 - 43.0 1661 s0 Peak pressure only

4A 1,600 36 33.3 Heow Peek prbosure only
45 - - 36.7 C11-42/3 6 Peek preesore only

III - - 14.1 mark vII 10 Main @book off scale,
IC - -14.4 MACI 30 Monale kek off scale

UA 1,850 IS 20.6 Nows -
a5 - - 3410. 166t 40 Peak pressure only

oc - - 50/47-I 100 lierecord
OD - 33.3 Markvil 0
63 1,850 25 27.0 CC-46 40 Preactlosled
or - 15.4 C5-42/3 70 Presctiveled

?A 1,600 It 16.0 Hem -
is - - 1..1 Mark yIT 0
?c - - 17.6 U0/41-1 SO
ID - - 25.1 TN-41 10
73 - - 56.2 TID-2 10
TV - - 16.9 SAO 10 PagU~laReoecd
U& 2,120 1s 11.6 Hem - presfctloie
oa .-13.7 CC-48 10
$C 11 14. 14/4741 10 Prebctlveted
ID - - 13.6 TU-41 0
it - - 14.7 TIM-.. So
or - - 16.2 CH-43/3 30 Proeetlowld
so - - 16.3 PRO-ND-411 100

SA 3.260 15. 10.4 Hem -
Is - - IS.# P33-HD-46 701
9C 3,200 is 6.6 50/47.0 so
OD - -14.7 50/I3 14.? Proactiosied
99 - 10.6 T50-41 0
or - 10.6 7500-3 10.6
90 -- 14.7 MACI 0 Proeeelles

I&A 2,56" 13 111.6 Hm -
lea - - 11.1 50-16 6 Preaeeiused
bsc - - 6.4 PUSI-ND-40 6 PresseTOM
100 - - 16.4 50/47-It To
1og - - - 50/5 SO we Record
SoP - - 6.9 CC-44 0

IIA 2,120 10 6.7 Hess -
Its - - 6.1 50-16 0
tic - - 10.4 5-0-2 T0 P ot aciveed
210 - - 10.? 14/47-11 so
113 - - 6.2 MI/SS 10
ISM 3.670 6 10.0 Hem - Peek pI555tre, gaps seed
133 - - 6.0 50-15 50 Peek p -emi pp -se
ISA 3,260 a 6.7 Hmes-
is& - 6.7 50-16 0 Preactwte

* II - - 15.11 5-19 941
S" 4.56" .6. - Hem - He reourd
143 - - 6.8 50-16 140 Peek presawe pas seed

* SM 6,320 G 5.4 HeNNI - Presuactvie
log 10.7 1141 too 00 eor didnot rum
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sible for actuating some of the mines. L, the unusual soil conditions found in Frenchman Lake,
where the precursor is pronounced, the maximum pressure may occur in the precursor and
therefore corrections should be made to the predicted static actuation pressures to adjust. for
this dynamic effect.

Cumulative probability curves for each mine type were computed for static pressure ioading
by calculating an equivalent static pressure for the inert mine field data. On each crrve the
equivalent static points are plotted with the actual test points.

The procedure for fitting a cumulative probability distribution to the test points using normal
probability theory is as follows:

P - Pa + Ya (3.1)

Where: P = mine-field pressure
Pa - pressure for 50 percent mine actuation

a = standard deviation of pressure
y = probability factor

The value of y is a function of the percentage of mines that actuated atid is obtained from normal

TABLE 3.2 SOIL CALIBRATION

Measurement Range Average

Density 66.5 to 74.5 pef 69.1 pef
Water Content 4.9 to 12.0 pet 8.2 pct
Modulus of Deformation

at 50 psi (disturbed soil) 685 to 927 psi 810 psi
Modulus of Deformation

at 100 psi (disturbed soil) 1,400 to 2,080 psi 1,755 psi

probability tables. Values of y for various mine actuation percentages are tabulated in Table
3.4. The principle of least squares was applied to the data to obtain a straight-line fit.

Pa . ZY2EP - ZvEPy (3.2)

nEPy - ZP~y (3.3)
-•r•,2 (•.y)Z(3 )

Where: n = number of mines in the field.

Once the above two parameters have been determined, the cumulative probability distribution
can be plotted with the help of Table 3.4 and Equation 3.1. Because of the small sample size and
the questionable reliability of certain pressure measurements, the percentages of mine actuation
observed for the test must not be interpreted as the true values.

US M- 19. The cumulative probability distribution of the M-19 mine is shown in Figure 3.5.
Only three of the four test points were considered in determining the curve. The highest test
point at 93.3 percent actuation was assumed to be in error and therefore discarded.

For the 93.3 percent actuation point, the true actuation percentage will lie beta -rn 72.1 and
99.2 percent in 99 cases out of 100. For the 46.7 percent actuation teit point, the true percentage
will fall between 24.0 and 70.6 percent. The lower limit of the 93.3 percent point does not over-
lap the upper limit of the 46.7 percent test point. For the true value to fall within the expectation
limits of both simultaneous!y, there must be an overlap of limits, and the probability of this
simultaneous occurrence is the product of the two lovela considered. For the two points in ques-
tion, a higher percentage level would have to be seje.-'ted to obtain overlap. Since the tpvtiWiuu
limits of the tv points at the 99 percent probability level do not overlar., the wide difference be-
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TABLE 3.3 LIVE AND INERT UIWE TEST RESULTS

MineTypePeak Pe0r cent MeAcmtuate
MeTpe Range Overressure Actual

L" hart
It pel*

Frreftch 51 1,370- 60.5 s0 10.0.
1.500 43.6 s0 60.01
1I65 20.6 40 0

CS-42/3 1,60 33.3 90 6.1
I'll0 '20.6 T0 50.0 TABLE 3.4 ABRIDGED CUMULATIVE NORMAL
2,120 11.6 20 60-0 P~tosAxamT DISTRIBUTION

Mark vu 1.720 26.9 20 2.3
1,650 20.6 0 3.3 PecnMieAtaon y.-P.--P
L.50 - 16.0 0 0 Pacn ieAciao

SAC! 1,720 26.3 36 6.7 06-.7
1,500 16.0 10 6.? .
2,2110 10.4 0 3.3 2.6 2,2

U/47-t 1.250 28.6 106 60.0 5.0 -1.645
1,5m .16.0 16.? 10.0 -. 8
2,120 11.6 10 34.1 . 15.0 -1.036

THU-9 1,590 16.0 10 3U.0 20.0 -. 4
2,120 11.6 20 46.? 23.0 -. 7
2,200 10.4 10 43.3 30.0-0 4

TM-41 1,3*0 16.0 10 70.03.0-36
2,120 11.6 0 116.7 40.0 -0.253
2,2110 10.4 0 63.2 46.0 -.

CC-" 1,650 20.0 40 416-.?00
2,120 11.6 to 10.0 5.
2,520 10.3 0 13.3 60a 0.253

PRO-ND-49 2,120 11.6 100 63.3 65.0 0.356

2,"30 10.4 10 76.? 70.* 0.62:

2,520 10.9 0 30.0 75.0 0.674
60.0 0.342

K1/52 2,230 10.4 90 10.0 415.61 1.036
2,620 10.9 90 90.0
2,730 6.7 10 53.3 30.0 1.1132

65.0 1.6416
W141-U 2,230 10.4 so 46.? 91.,5 1.960

2.520 10.3 a0 .? 911.0 2.326
2,' 730 3.? so 72.3 99.5 2.576

31-15 2.520 10.9 0 0
2,730 6.7 0 0
3,250 6.7 0 0

31-19 2.730 6.? 10 93.3
2,610 10.0 so 63.3
3.250 5.7 90 46.7
4.530 t 100 100.1
5,320 5.4 1"0 16.7

'Pressure values t&ite from plea placed on inert eide of
minefield.

t No record obtained.
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tween these two points would occur less than 2 percent of the time in a random sample. If such
an extreme sample were encountered, an error would result'in its use. Discountng the possibil-
ity of such an extreme sample, then one or both of the points must be in error. In view of the
relative position of the other test points, there is a greater likelihood of the upper point being In
error than the Lower point. ' Therefore the high point was discarded as either being in error or
coming from an extreme sample.

U S M- 15. TesL results of the M-15 mine (Table 3.3) show that none of the mines actuated
from the atomic blast. Reasons predicted probability levels were not attained for t!e M-15 mine
were twofold: (1) overpressures obtained in the test were lower than predicted, and (2) the mean
gap on the M-15 mines used in' this test was about 0.240 inch. The gap used in the static meas-
urements on whici. predictions were based was only 0.106 inch. This was discovered too late to

too

O0

40

.d ........

0 •jx - Test Point -
0-Test Point CorrectedaL./____ ____ ____to Static Pressute

Ck

20 '

3 0 9 12 16 I it
Pressure, psig

Figure 3.b Cumulative probability distribution for US M-19 mine.

modify the test ranges for placement (Reference 1). Indications are that with the M-1S mine an
increase in pressure for actuation of slightly over 3 percent would be needed for every 0.020-
inch increase in gap. For the mean gap difference of 0.134 inch applicable here, a 22-percent
increase in actuation pressure would be expected. This shifts the probability of actuation from
90 percent down to about 5 percent. Therefore, failure of the mines to actuate at this level ap-
pears reasonable. /

The reason for the wide difference in mean gaps between samples employed for the static and
atomic tests is not known. The difference way be due to variations In manufacture between dif-
ferent mine batches. From the available drawings of the M-15 mine, it is not possible to deter-
mine the tolerances allowed in its production.

The cumulative probability distribution for the #A-15 mine is shown in Figure 3.6. This curve,
based on Student's t-distribution for a sample size of 10, was determined from available static
measurements and test results from tho dynamic mine loading device (Reference 4). Results
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from the atomic tests were not usaed although the test points are shown. The mines used in de-
termining the curve had a mean gap of approximately 0.100 inch. Probability curves are about
the same for dynamic and static loading conditions. Although the mine actuation pressure Is'
nornt ally lower for dynamic loading, compression of air enclosed In this mine results in a large
initial reactive force which cancels the dynamic effect.

D an isah MI/ 4 7-I1. The cumulative probability distribution for the W/47-1 mine is shown
in Figure 3.7. The curve was derived from the test data by the curve-fitting procedure already
described. The probability that the curve should fall within expectation limits at the 99 percent

-C /Static end Dynamic Loading

:U60 ____

0 Z____1
X. - Test Point

- -o - T*tPoint Corrected.

0 LaW .- - - -- - ..

&.0 8.5 9.0 $.4 W.C 10.0 11.0 11.5 2(

Pressure, psiq
Figure 3.6 Cumulative probability distribution for US U-15 mine.

level for all three points is about 0.97. The derived curve does fall within these expectation
limits, but just barely so for the point of lowest pressure.

Danih M/ 47-11. The cumulative probability distribution for the W/47-fl mine is shown
in Figure 3.8. The mine behavior was not completely otatic as indicated by the spread between
corrected and uncorrected test points. The test point at 10.4 psi cannot be reconciled with the

* ~other two test points by consideration of expectation limits for each of the points. Rt was assumed
* to be in error or the result of an extreme sample and therefore not used in the analysis. Conse-

quently, the curve was determined by the other two test points.
Danish M-5 2. The cumulative probability curve for the M-52 mine is shown in Figure

3.9. The three test points are clustered too closely together to expect an empirical fit to give
* satisfactory results. Thus, a reasonable value of 0/Pa based on an approximate average value

for ail mines was assumed. From the assumed value Of a/Pa and the centroid of the test points,
the probability curve wras determined by an iteration process outlined in Reference 4.

Italian CC-48. The cumulative piabability curve for the CC-48 mine Is shown in Figure
3.10. The curve was determined from the three test points by the procedure previously discussed

* for the M-19 mine.
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It a I Ian CS-42/3. The cumulativ. probability distribution for the Italian CS-42/3 mine is
shown in Figure 3.11. A probability curve was initially determined from the three test points by
the method of least squares. However, a negative pressure was obtained at the 1-percent actua-
tion point. Since this conditicn could not actually exist, it Yould appear that the a determined
from the three test points was too high. A more-reasonable result was obtaiiied by discarding
the lowest pressure point and determining the probability curve from the other two points.

Italiin SACI. The cumulative probability distribution for the Italian SACI mine Is shown
in Figure 3.12. The use of all three test points in determining a probability curve gave a nega-
tive pressure at 1-percent actuation. To avoid this difficulty, the probability curve was deter-

tooooin100
0C

so ____ ___ __ Static Loading

•( x - Test Point
oo - Test Po int Corrected

40 ,-to ,Static Pressure

So.C

0

5 0 15 tT 25 30 35 40
Pressure. psig

Figure 3.11 Cumulative probabiliiy distrib.ution for Italian CS-42/3 mine.

mined from Lie two values at lowest pressu-e. This gave a reasonable value for the mean pres-
sure and standard deviation.

R us s ian T MD -B. The cumulative probability distribution for the Russian TMD-B mine
is shown in Figure 3.13. For the unusual distribution of the test points, the usual curve-fitting
procedures would not give valid results. Hence, the curve shown vias determined by assuming
a reasonable value of a/Pa and making the curve pass through the centroid of the test points.

R us a vIan T M- 4 1. The cumulative probability distribution fo r the Russian TM-41 mine Is
shown in Fijure 3.14. Once again, the unusual arrangement of test points excluded the use of
normal curve-fitting procedures. The method outl'.ned above for the TMD-B was used.

Belgian PRB-ND-49. The cumulative probability distribution for the Belgian PRB-ND-
49 mine is shown in Figure 3.15. Since the test points are clustered together, the method used
for the Russian mines was used to determine this curve.

French Model 1951I. The cumulative prohhility distribution for the French 1951 mine
is shown in Figure 3.16. The curve was determined from the three test points by the usual curve-
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fitting procedures. However, aý 'he 20-psi range, none of the mines actuated. For a normal
probability curve, zero actuation is reached as y approaches zero which would result in a - 0.
Accordingly, the test point for zero actuation was azsumed to be the value for 1 percent actuation.

British Marik VII. The cumulative probability distribution for the British Mark VII mine
is shown in Fig-arc 3.17. The curve was determined from the three test points by the usual curve-
fitting procedures. However, for the reason discussed earlier, the zero actuation test point was
assumed to be the I percent actuation point. Although the test points were clustered together, a
reasonable standard deviation was obtained by fitting a curve to the three points. Generally, this
would not be true.

General. Parameters from which the cumulative probability curves were plotted are given

in Table 3.5. Nearly all the parameters were determined directly or indirectly from the atomic

TABLE 3.5 STATISTICAL PARAMETERS FOR PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF MINES

50 Percent Actuation
Mine Type Pressure, P. PaDt) vtina P D ation

Static Dynamic Deviation, a Determination

Factor

US M-15 9.66 1.00 0.553 0.n57 Former Static
and Dynamic Tests

US U-19 8.873 0.65. 3.555 0.401 Atomic Test

Danish M/47-1 19.205 0.39 5.929 0.309 Atomic Test
M/47-II 14.09 0.19 1.236 0.090 Atomic Test
M/52 8.015 0. 30 2.699 0.337 Atomic Test

Assumed Z.
Pa

Italian CC-48 20.263 0.655 6.659 0.329 Atomic Test
CS-42/3 20.600 0.6p 6.910 0.335 Atomic Test
SAC[ 38.911 .159 15.294 0.393 Atomic Test

USSR TMD-B 15.258 0.73 5.081 0.333 Atomic Test
Assumed Z

a
TM-41 11.093 0.94 3.694 0.333 Atomic Test

Assumed -ZPa

Belgian PRB-ND-49 9.562 0.65* 3.184 0.333 Atomic Test
Assumed -

French l,51 44.743 0.65' 11.963 0.251 Atomic Test

British Mark VII I 50.430 0.80' 15.152 0.300 Atomic Test

Estimated.
t Data are given for arminw. not actuation of mine.

test data. TI. addition, a column using dynamic multiplication factors is included in Table 3.5.
These are multipliers used in computing pressures for 50-percent actuation under dynamic load-
lag. The value of Pa for static conditions for any mine type is multiplied by the dynamic cor-

rection factor to determine Pa for dynamic conditions. The pre3sure ratios were determined
from test results using the dynamic mine loading device and either the static or nuclear test
results. The coefficients of variation from the nuclear test results were used to correct the
dynamic results to a 50-percent actuation pressure. In all cases, the dynamic values were based
on a sample slte of 10 or less. Consequently, reliability was poor.

This calculation will be used when dynamic loading is probable, i.e., when devices are deto-
nated over surfaces for which the likelihooe of precursor formation is small.

A comparison of the actual test points and the test points corrected to static pressure indicates
that the behavior of mines to atomic blast (this test in particular) is generally static. A few of
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the mine-fields had a slight incrtase in percentage of actuation due to the dynamic loading effect

from the precursor wave.

,i, static measurements, the value of a/Pa was tound to lie between 0.Ob to 0.12. From atomic
test results a/Pa was found to have an average value of about 0.33 with generally only a small

variation about this value. A larger value of o/Pa was to be expected in the field teMt fur twu
reasons: (1) conditions were not as closely controlled as in the laboratory, aid (2) variations in
soil parameters and depth of burial were present in the field test but not in the static laboratory
tests where the mines were not buried. The reliability of the probability predictions could be
improved if larger samples o,' each inine type tested by this project were tested in the laboratory
for static and dynamic response.

3.2.2 Sympathetic Detonation in Live Mine Fields. An analysis was made of the live-mine-
field data to determine the increase in percent of actuation die to the mine blast pulse super-
imposed upon the atomic blast pressure wave.

It was thought advisable to first determine the probability that sympathetic detonation was
present. Since small samples of mines were involved, it was possible that an increase in actu-
ation in the llvc. mine fields could be due to chance variation alone. It will be assumed that when
two or more adjacent mines in a live mine field detonate, sympathetic detonation is a possible
cause. In a random geometric distribution of mine detonations, sympathetic detonatinn may have
been a factor in increasing the percentage of mine detonations. In a random geometric distribu-
tlion of detonations, configurations favorable to sympathetic detonation will occur. If the proba-
bility is small that conditions favorable to sympathetic detonation occur randomly, then some
other non-random factor is responsible. It will be assumed that this other factor is sympathetic
detonation. The probalJiLi.tes for all random combinations of nine aLtuation are given in Appen-
dix E. Since the likelihood for sympathetic detonation varies for different actuation patterns,
the probabilities are ranke" in order of favorability, with the most favorable pattern listed first.

the cumulative probabl'ty distributions and the calculated geometric mine-actuation distri-
butlons from Appendix E were used to establish the existence of sympathetic detonation. On the
assumption that the cumulative probability distributions were correct, the probability ot a ran-
dom sample fal!lng a certain distarce from the curve was determined. A d-talled procedure for
computing these probabilities is given in Appendix E. The further the test point was above the
cumulative probability curve the more favorable were conditions for sympathetic detonation.

For the majority of mine types, the various probabilities associated with random events
favorable to sympathetic detonation are given in Table 3.6. No results are given for the M-15
mine, since none of the mines actuated. Results from the live CMD-B and TM-41 mines are
believed to be in error, and therefore are not included. T'he United States replicas of the Rus-
sian TMD-B and TM-41 mines use the same fuze. The detonator in the fuze has a small anvil
just beneath the surface of the detonator. As the fuze actuates, a spring-loaded hammer is
released to smash against the detonator. A slight misalignment, however, between the hammer
and anvil will result in the detonator failing to fire. For this reason, it was thought that the
test values in the live fields were low, since the Russian version of the mine has a more sensi-
tive detonator for which alignment is not critical.

Table 3.6 indicates that since the probability is high for the occurrence of a random actuation
pattern which is at least as favorable to sympathetic detonation as the pattern encountcred in the
test. Therefore, little can be learned about sympathetic detonation from considering random
geometric actuation patterns.

More can be learned by consideration of random test point variations about the cumulative
probability curve. The possibility of a random uccurrence of Points as far away from the curve
as encountered in some of the live mine fields is remote. It would appear from analysis of the
data in Table 3.6 that sympathetic detonation did occur in the live fields of the M-19, M/47-I,
W/47-11, and Model 1951 mines, and did not occur in the 14-32, CC-48, CS-42/3, SACI, PRB-

ND-49, and Mark VI mine fields.
A quantitative answer to the sympathetic detonation question is difficult to obtain from the

available data. A correlation was made of the percent increase in pressure with the increase
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in actuation between the live and inert mine fields. The results were inconsistent.
It was hoped to obtain some information about sympathetic detonat~wn from interpretation of

the live-mine-field pressure records. This could not be done due to the difficulty of distin-
guisbing noise on the recort.n from added mine-detonat'on impulses.

TABLE 3.6 PROBABILITY OF RANDOM SAMPLE BEING FAVORABLE TO
SYMPATHETIC DETONATION

Mines Probabilhty of Random Sample
Mine Type Range Mins CombinedD~etonati ng 'Z-uietric Binomia i

Events

ft

us M1-19 2.730 7 0.433 0.141 0.061
2,870 5 0.952 J.865 0.823
3,250 9 1.000 0.008 0.006
5,320 10 1.000 0.000 0.000

Danish M/47-I 1,850 10 1.000 0.005 0.005
1,990 9 1.000 0.000 0.000
2,120 1 t 0.651 -

M/47-11 2,290 8 0.11 U.A3W 0.Oh"
2,520 7 0.433 0.56 0.244
2,730 8 0.711 0.000 0.000

M/52 2,290 9 1.100 0.736 0.736
2,100 9 1.000 0.582 0.562
2,730 1 t 1.000 -

Italian CC-48 1,850 4 0.686 0.793 0.544
2,120 t 0.803 -

2,520 0 - - -

CS-42/3 1,600 9 1.000 0.965 0.965
1,050 7 0.433 0.172 0.0?4
2,120 2 t 0.264 -

SACI 1,720 3 0.733 0.504 0.369
1,990 1 t 0.o16 -
2,290 0 - - -

Belgian PRB-ND-49 2,120 10 1.000 0.389 0.389
2,290 ? 1.000 0.821 0.821
2,520 0 - - -

French Model 1951 1,370 8 0.711 0.845 0.601
1,500 8 0.911 0.007 0.004
1,850 4 0.476 0.000 0.000

British Msrk VII 1,720 2 I 0.!07 -
1,850 0 - -
1,990 0 - -

Probability of a random sample being at least as favoraLle to sympathetic
detonation as the test sample.

t Sympathetic detonation could not have occurrwd.
: Value was not computed since actuated mines were separated so tkat sympathetic

detonation c€uld not have occurred.

3.2.3 UWA Reading at 50 Percent Mine Actuation. The UIM reading has been useful in pre-
dicting performance of live mines under high-expiotive blast conditions. However, it has not
praved to be the panacea for predicting live-mine actuation under fI1 conditions (Reference 3).
For an arbitrary type of loading, the mine type to be used in conjunction with the UIU must have
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similar dynamic characteristics if good reliability is to be obtained. Theoretically, under com-

pletely static or dynamic loading and for zero burial depth, the Universal Indicator reading
should be reliable in predicting mine behavior Irrebpective of the minc. char:tcteristics, provided
the appropriate UIM calibration constan. aas been determined. The UIM and the other mine in-
voived must behave as if both were utatically or dytatwially loaded for the results to be corrcct.
The qualification of zero depth of burial eliminates the effect of soil over the' mine. At some
depth of burlai, depending upon the mine size, soil characteristics, etc., a bridging effect of the
soil will begin to take place. For the mine types considered here, it is believed that this bridg-
ing effect will not be excessive at depths down to 8 inches.

The UIM reading for 50 percent mine actuation is given in Table 3.7 for various mines under
static loading conditions.. The pressure for 50 percent mine actuation was determined from the

TABLE 3.7 UNIVERSAL INDICATOR MINE READING FOR VARIOUS
MINES UNDER STATIC PRESSURE LOADING

,line Type Pressure UIM Reading U[IM Pressuret
D Deflection

psig mils mils

US M-1S 9.7 1 61
M-19 8.9 0 60

Danish M/47-1 19.2 20 80
M/47-11 14.1 19 72
M/52 8.0 0 57

Italian CC-A8 20.3 22 82
CS-42/3 20.6 22 82
SACI 38.9 59 119

USSR TMD-B 15.3 14 74

TM-41 11.1 5 65

Belgian PRB-ND-49 9.6 1 81

German TMi-43 46.9 83 143

French Model 1951 44.7 78 136

British Maric VII 50.4 98 158

appropriate cumulative probability curve and the UIM reading for that static pressure (Reference
4). Figure 3.18 shows how well the test data fits the curve developed from laboratory tests for
UIM deflection versus pressure. Agreemept is good at zero depth of burial.

For other depths of burial, the data in Appendix F can be employed to compute Ulm reading
versus pressure. however, even at shallow burial depths, factors come into play which result
in an increase u UIMA reading with depth. Possible causes for this phenomenon are presented
later but the final outcome ti to reduce the reliability of prediction from UIM readings.

3.3 DEPTH-OF-BURIAL STUDY

3.3.1 Results and Discussion. The variation of ULM readings with depth of burial for a given
range is shown in Figure 3.19. From the figure, the following observations can be made: (1) at
overprewsures equal to or greater than 60 psi and depths of burial less than.or equal to 18 inches,
the maximum UIJA reading was obtained (at the maximum UIM reading, the Belleville springs of
the meter have been completely flattened and no higher reliable reading can be obtained); (2) there
was a significant increase in pressure plate deflection from 0 inches of burial to depths of burial
between 6 and 9 inches with a maximum response occurring somewhere between 6 and 9 inches.
This behavior was observed for overpres: urea less than about 45 psi. Contrary to observations
made for the mine field clearance project 0t Operation Upshot-Knothole (Reference 3), this in-
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crease was appreciable. Whettr or not this phenomenon occurs for overpressures greater than
45 psi cannot be determined, since maximum UIM readings occurred at the high pressures of
60 and 76 psi.

Figures 3.20 through 3.26 are included to demonstrate the relationship between the UIM re-
sponse with overpressure for fixed depths of burial. A straight line was fitted to the points for
each depth of burial. UIM readings above 160 mils were usually neglected as being unreliable.

150

120

so

60

300

30

0 -

20 40 60 s0

0 Pressure, psig

-30

Figure 3.20 Variation of UIM reading versus overpressure
for 0-inch depth of burial.

All 11W readings were corrected to a 60-mri gap by assuming a linear relation existed between
the UIM reading and the gap and fitting a straight line to the data by the method of least squares.

Reason for the extent of the increase in WI! response with burial depth is not obvious. The
use of one-degree-of-freedom theory to predict UMI deflection under a gradually applied load
for a depth of 6 inches gives a maximum deflection 20 percent greater than the deflection at 0
inches of burial for a statically applied pressure (Reference 3). However, at the 1,500-foot
range and G-inch burial depth, the actual increase above static deflection is about 65 percent.
In an cffc.t to resolve this dilemma, an analog computer was employed to apply linear two-
degrees-of-freedom theory to predict the It me behavior (Reference 4). The soil over the mine
was considered as a concentrated mass elastically coupled to the pressure plate. The results
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were in good agreement with th, theoretical results from one-degree-of-freedom theory, but
did not explain the unexpectedly large UIM deflectionx

Since linear theory does not explain this phenomenon, it seems necessary to consider other
effects. From experimental tests on the TMI-43 mine using the dynamic mine loading device,
It was observed that the second (reflected) pressure wave oftA n actuated the mine even though
the peak pressure was 25 percent lower than the peak pressure for the first wave. The reason
for this was attributed to weakening plastic deformation (permanent set) of the pressure plate
by the first wave. Weakening through plastic deformation was also indicated from cyclic loading
tests made during static force-deflection measurements. For nuclear air blasts like Shot Prim-
cilla there would be a repeated loading on the mine due to the precursor wave. This may be a
contributing factor in the large UIM readings.

Another reason for this phenomenon may be nonlinear behavior of the soil itself. The modulus
of deformation of the soil at the test site is known to increas2 non.inoarly with the magnitude of
the applied pressure. From earlier test work using the loading device (Reference 4), It was
found that the earth pressure was increased to more than double the peak blast pressure because
of reflection from a rigid body in the soil. The two-degrees-of-freedom li-ear theory predicts
this. However, it was observed that the second pressure wave, occurring about 0.15 second
after the first reflection, produced an earth pressure equal to the earth pressure from the first
wave despite the fact that the amplitude of the second wave was only about 75 percent of the am-
plitude of the first. It would appear that this pressure increase could be due only to an increase
in soil deformation modulus with depth after pLssage of the first wave. In order for this phenom-
enon to occur under atomic blast conditions, the modulus would have to change with depth during
load application since the modulus would initially be independent of depth at shallow burial depths.
The machanism by which a modulus increase with depth could occur during loading may be en-
visioned by considering the sloping front of the wave as made of a series of little step waves.
As each little pressure wave transmitted through the soil contacts the pressure plate, it is re-
flected, causing an increase in pressure above the pressure plate. This in turn increases the
soil density since the soil is inela.2tic, and therefore the modulus of deformation Increases. If
it in assumed that the Increases in modulus increase the pressure, an appreciable variation of
modulus with depth will be detectable by the time the peak precsure is attained, and therefore

3.3.2 Prediction from UIM Data of Mine Responses at 36-inch Depth. Since the use of the
UIM for predicting Live-mine detonation under arbitrary !oading conditions should be limited to
mines with characteristics similar to the UIM, application of UhM data to predict behavior of
other mine types in general is fraught with danger. However, because no data is available on
mine behavior at burial depths below about 6 Inches, it would seem worthwhile to attempt to pre-
dict mine behavior at deeper burial depths from the available UIM data.

Predictions are made of the 50-percent actuation point for the various mines of this test when
buried 36 inches deep. It is believed that a: this deep burial depth, all mines will display about
the same natural frequency, so dynamic behavior should be about the same for the UIM as for
other mines. If the mine pressure-plate area and mine deflection for actuation corresponds
with that of the UIM, then it is thought that the prediction should be reasonably accurate. For
most mines these last two characteristics are not the same as those for the UIM and thus some
error is to be expected.

On the basis of these assumptions, predicted pressures for 50-percent actuation of the various
mines at 36-inch burial depth are given in Table 3.8. Values were determined from a straight-
line fit of UIM reading versus pressure at the 36-inch depth of burial.

3.3.3 Correlation of UIM and TMI-43 Mine Test Results. Characteristics of the UIM and
TMI-43 mine are similar. Therefore, it is Logical to expect that the UhM data can be employed
to adequately predict TMI-43 mine detonatiun for a wide variety of conditions.
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The following procedure was used in -,pplying UIM data to the prediction of TMi-43 mine be-
havior at different burial depths:

1. A static UIM reading of 83 mils was assumed for the TMI-43 mine.
2. Using this value, the corresponding pressure was determined from the straight-line fit

TABLE 3.4 PRESSURE FOR 50 PERCENT MINE
ACTUATION AT 36-INCH SURIAL

DEPTH

Mife Type Praw. pis8

US Mo19 18.M

DWele M/47-I 3•.1
b/41-I[ 30.3
M/It 13.8

1110 GC-44 41.4
CS-41V' 41.4
SACI 82.

USSR TUMD-5 32.
TM-41 23.0

ftl0 PRUND-40 .$

Germ. TMI-43 168.7

MNtIk Model 3191 100.0

ritUish Mark VII 125.2

on the UIM reading versus pressure curve for the particular burial depth. This pressure cor-
responded to the overpressure to actuate 50 percent of the TMi-43 mines.

3. A value of q/Pa - 0.12 was assumed for the TMi-43 mine. This valui -2-s double the
value obtained during static-loading tests in the laboratory and appears reasonable for use with
the test data.

TABLE 3.9 COMPAR•Wý'. OF TEST RESULTS AND PREDICTED
VALUES Z-n C1 ULAM LINT RESULTS FOR
TMI-43 MINE

Parr.0 A~tol0

peJ 
IW 1t

7I Above W 100 0 1.10
Ws. AbOW 0o too 0 1,370
41.0 77 10 0 I b.o

To MOM l to1 3 1:210

43.6 AbO too00 3 1."*

15 Z .0t0 1000 z 1s2
W&. A.* (o) 100 a 1.310

43.0 Abho. 0 1oa 4 1.60

70: AbVW 00 100 ': 3.10

00.8 AkWW 1I" L 1200
T70 Ab0W 00 12 1.20

04.6 Abne 00 100 12 1.370
43-. Ab2e" 1" 00 12 1,500

is AO 0 10 IS l02lV
00l.8J Alon 00 0 16 130•

43. s1 is 1 . so50
76 IA0d0, I 0 3 i..16
00.0 IA00IlUI 0 2 1.7n

43-. Laos M- I 0 34 1,000

4. The percentage of TMI-43 mines that should actuate at the test overpressure was deter-
mined by normal probability theory.

A comparison between the predicted and actual winte actuation is given In Table 3.9. The
UIM data satisfactorily predict TNU-43 mine actuation for the various depths except at the 43.6-
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Figure 3.27 Variation of UIM reading with range.
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psi overpressure and zero burial depth. "The reason for this discrepancy is not definitely known.
Perhaps the heat wave from the explosion weakened the mine. In several depths of burial fields
nearest ground zero, the heat was sufficient to burn the paint off the pressure pltes of the mines
at the surface.

3.4 CHANGE FROM STATIC TO DYNAMIC PRESSURE WAVE

R.sulta from the special fields of UIM's placed betwcan ranges of 3,250 to 5,320 feet are
shown in Figure 3.27. These mines were used to determine If an appreciable increase in de-
flection occurred as the pressure wave shape changed from a gradual to a rapid pressure rise
over the intial portion of the wave. Figure 3.27 indicates that a 20-percent Increase in deflec-
tion does occur at about 4,000 feet. A similar increase in actuation at 4,530) feet occurred for
the M-19 mine.

These two occurrences strongly indicate that there was an increase in dynamic response due
to a sharpening of the wave front. However, pressure data were lacklg beyond 3,250 feet so
no quantitative correlation of this phenomenon with theory could be made.

3.5 -ECIGHT OF BURST FOR MAXIMUM1 CLE&RANCE

In view of the speculation in previous mine field clearance operations about an optimum height
of burst for maximum ranges of clearance, it was considered advisable to include an overpres-
sure curve extracted from Reference 6 (Figure 3.28). From the graph, determination of the
range of an overpreseure fur a given height of burst is quite simple.

Cube-root scaling should be applied to the results for I kt to extrapolate for various yields
(Reference 6). Figure 3.28 is only for soil conditions similar to those at the NTS.
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Cho oer 4
CONCLUSIONS ond RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 CONCLUSIONS

1. Current procedures are reasonably accurate for predicting mine actuation under nuclear
explosions through the use of static actuation pressures along with information on the shape of

the pressure wave.
2. Sympathetic detonation occurs for some mine types for the normal spacing between live

mines in standard mine-field patterns. No quantitative explanation can be given for this occur-
rence.

3. UIM readings increase with depth of burial to a maximum value at 6 to 9 Inches of cover.
The extent of the Increase can not be explained by application of the linear one-degree-of-freedom
spring-mass theory, and Is attributed to nonlinear behavior of either the mine or soil cover or
both.

4. Conclusions for four subprojects by Picatinny Arsenal, DOFL, Chemical Warfare Labora-
tory, and the United Kingdom are included in the respective appendices devoted to those proj-
ects.

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Mine actuation theory shaoLd be extended to include nonlinear soil effects in order that
mine actuation may be predicted at depths greater than 6 inches.

2. A field manual sLould be p, pired for mine clearanceby nuclear blast for known mine
types over a practical range of environmental conditions. This should include a summary of
the expected changes in wave shape# as the burst environment varies, with specific remarks on
the relative prominence of the precursor.

3. No extensive efforts should be undertaken to determine a quantitative explanation of sym-
pathetic detonation because. (1) sympathetic detonation is not a major factor in determining the
percentage of mines actuated, and (2) the mine types affected by sympathetic detonation were
generally those most easily cleared by blast. This &a most significant since mine design is
presently concerned with the development of mines resistant to clearance by nuclear blast.

4. Further testing of clearance of conventional-design, pressure-actuated mines by nuclear
blast is unnecessary for the following reasons: (1) the techniques for prediction of actuation are
sufficiently refined to make a reliable prediction after an adequate sample of mines in examined
by laboratory analysis: I. e., pressures for 50-percent actuation can be determined for various
types of loading and actuation probability curves can be developed assuming a/P, - 0.33 for
the data under field conditions; and (2) present methods for predicting Pt curves are quite accu-
rate. Nuclear field tests might be required for mine designs not amenable to laboratory analysis.

5. Laboratory testing of larger samples of the mines should be undertaken in order to im-
prove the reliability of the actuation prediction curves.

6. Recommendations for the four subprojects are included in the separate appendix devoted
to each subproject.
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Append/ix A
PROTECTION of PRESSURE-ACTUATED

MINES AGAINST NUCLEAR BLAST
The purpose of the test wasn to evaluate the effective- No tests were conducted on the functioning of Partner
nags of two experimental designs in providing pressure- under a tank. because the design did not change the
actuated mines with protection against blast effects functioning chtracte ri*tics of the U-19 mine to which
of nuclear explosions. The two designs were code it was adapted. However, complete laboratory checks
u'.med High Hat and Partner, were made to insure that the electronic circuitry used

High Halt was an auxiliary mechanical device do- in the design functioned According to specifications.
signed for use with standard pressure-actuated Anti- The two designs tested were proposed means of
tank mines and required no modification of the mine providing standard pressure -actuated Antitank mines
or fuse. For this test, Hi1gh Hat was adapted to the with protection again~n the blast effects of nuclear
M-19 mine andi deeigned to provide protection against detanations. Both designs were adapted to the M-19
overpressures up to 70 psi. mine, although their use is not limited to that mine.

The test was to determine whether the design pro-
vided reduction of functioning under blast pressures, A.1.l1 High Hat. High lHat consisted of two cylinders.
as compared to unprotected mines, and to find the As adapted to theMi mine, the larger cylinder had
mnagnitude of pressure that would cause the protection an outside diameter of 9.5 inches and was I inch high.
to fail. To this cylinder was welded a circular cover with four

Partner wasn a two-mine system in which pressure- annular slots; the complete unit thus formed was call-
actuated, mechanically initiated mines were modified ed the bass. A second cylinder, culled the hat, was
to provlue electrical initiation. Two mines with idea- 7.6 inches in diameter and 1.7 'nches high. Four
tical fuses were electrically coupled in a manner such notches were cut in the hat, so that It woc.d fit into
that actuatirn of either mine independently would func- the slots in the bae". The bass end hat and the manner r
tion the mine in a normal manner, but application 01 in which they fit together Are shown in Figures A.1
pressure to both mine plates simultaneously would and A. 2.
prevent either from functioing. Witi the small area occupi". ujy a mine, the

The purpose of this test was to determine the func- pessures from thes blast wave are experienced al-
flaming characteristics of the system. Means were mast simultaneously (within I mopec) by all points.
provided by which possible causes of failure could be Snetefreeprecdb h iefs spo

tested.portional to the area of the pressure plate, the force
can be reduced by changing the size of the plate or by

A~l ACKGOUNDpartially covering It. The latter is the function of the
The test described was initiated to provide infor- bess of the High Hat. The bae" io placed over the

mation for a feasibility study being conducted by pressure plate resting on the static portion of the
Picatinny Arsenal (PA) under Ordatance project TA3- minea. Thus, the protrne. --',!t4: on the base is trans-
5926. The purpose of the study was to develop new mitted to the mnine body, not the fuse.
preaste-actuated mines and Accessories with reduced Thme cylindrical h.At fits into the slots fr. the base

vwrs:ý!Z to the effects of nuclear explosions and and rests directly on the pressure plate. When in
to provide standard p. -- -scrsated mines with sim- this position, the hat to raised slightly by the pressure
Ilar protection, plate, which protrudes up under the base of the Hi1gh

PralIiminary testing of High Hat we -. ýdtmted to MAt. This can be seen in Figure A.3. When pressure
dot . .une the effect of burial depth on the shiliry if is applied, the hat is forced down, depressing the
the design to function when actuated by a tank. Modtt2 pressure piate And functioning the fuse. Because
were placed in 15-inch-<lameter I'M.,.I- ýy. sandy only the pressure acting on the comparatively small
soil. The holes were sloped 45 degrecs- to prevent area of the hat is transmitted to the fuze, approxii-
bridging. It was found that functioning occurred con- imately 70 psl is required to Cause functioning. By
sisatenty under full track coverage with a burial depth cor-4arison. an unprotected M-19 mine cat -

down to 4 tnches. Aa M4 Sherman tank of approxi- so to function under ahout 9 psi.
mately 35 inns was used for the tests. A tank, however, does not exert a uniform ground
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Figure A.l1 High Hat, showing the bass and hat separated.

lmon

Figure A.2 High Hat, showing baa, and hat assembod.

-7",

Figure A.3 High Hat muounted on an M-19 mine. Four
brackets prevent base of High Hat from slipping.
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7- 7.

pressure. The tank track is not deformable, as is * (essentially changes from an open circuit to a short
Pressure wave. When a tank passes over a High Hat, circuit) and an electric detonator is set off by the
the earth around and in the center of the hat tends to discharge of C1.
push aside and compact. This leaves the hat to bear Resistor R, provides a time delay of 6.5 second
the major portion of the force exerted by the tract aftsr switches S, end S2 close before C, Charpes
above it. When the High Hat is buried 4 inches or sufficiently to fire the detonator. The deja! ins~ures
less, this force is sufficient to function the fuze. protectoi of the mine pair when both pianet era net

depressed at exactly the same instant.
A.1.2 Partner. The partner system utilizes the Whien both mines of the pair are functioned within

fact that two miknes buried the standard 18 feet apart 0.5 second, neither detonstor is set oaf. Switch S-5
will hoth be subjected to the blast wave within a short in both circuits is closed. Capacitor C sand C, have
time. For exasnpie, if it is assumed that the blast equal values, as do resistors Rt, and R1.- Therefore,
wave travels at only 1,000 ft/sec: ao I that the mines the circuit in a balanced bridge with current 1, l1a
the shoc front a to m ile from oney 0.ineton theothr if curentua in Loop vd ba (Seea Fisr dir.Tecto to

20 soc fee nt art, itv willtak only m.02 seondh fothr Lo currequa in mani.4btoppIoSeFiueAsiThe -a dreto.to
they are Placed along a line radial to the point of in the two loops cancel, and catitor C, does NA
blast. Actually, in regions where ovorpressures of charge.
Sufficient strength occur to function the mine, the The adaptation of the Partner system so M-19
stock front moves more rapidly. Thus, if the mine mine, as used in Wei test, prevete hhats. .ng of
pair are electrically coupled so that depression of the two mine# of the pair wine betb asperbe, d the
both prersure plates within 0.5 second will prevent, influence of the blast wave from a soclarez debmation
functimonlg of either. the pair is insured of protection however, both mines were permanently sterlized,
from *"%iPressure effects. In the Partner system, and neiti~er would subsequently ficms unee r a tosil
a resistance-capaclttsnce bridgs circuit is used to The M-19 mine fuse has two Believisie spittrig, a
accomplish the coupling. main bail-hearing spring and a smnlsier msep-through

For histes, Patne wa adptedto he ~i5spring, which normally drives the firing pis into a
mine. The method of modification provi td a mesans percussion detonator. The small spring does a"t
for determining not only the success or fa&ure of the return to Its original Position Xhe the mifte plate is
protective system but whether or not the mines, if released, after having boen depressed. Is order to
unprotected, -would have functioned. adapt the mine to the Partner system, it would he

The p".vsical modiflcatkon of the mines is Shown in necessary to redesign the fuse, replacing the sasp-
Figure A.4. A plunger assembly is screwedi into 'be through spring with a microewitch. Thee depression
detonator fitting of the mine fuze. W-woe the fuse is of the plate would directly oprate the microswitch.
functioned, the firing Pin &Leikcz the pl-inger, which an the fuze would return to its original position
causes the micruuwiiu;s sy """"'; ou !*a released. Thus, stter the pressure wave of a
bottom of the mine to change from Its normally closed bsthdpsebt ie ol ecpbeo
position to the normally open position. The electrical functoning under a tank (Figure A.4).
circuiury is located in a chassis mounted on the hot- The mines used in this test did not have the modl-
torn of the mine. Both mines cf the pair contanl~ iden- ficatione just described. There %ere two reasons
tical switch assemblies and circuitry and are connec- for this:~ (1) Because it was desired to test only the
ted electrically by a four-conductor cable. ability of the Partner system to Provide proteci ion

The microswitch assembly contains five single-pole, against blast effects, it _"a considered =ore exped-
dtoublo-throw microswitches, which are gior_ d to lent to design the small plunger assembly than to
function simultaneously when thoe plunger is depressed. modify the fuss. (2) By using an unmod ".ad tint.,
Those switches ccrrespond to S~, S1, so, 84 in th it was possible to tell by examination of the snap-
circuit dls.-ram of Figure A.S. Switch 8-5 is phiysi- through Belleville spring whether or not the ;u~a
cally located in the other mine of the Partner pair,.a ntoe.Tui hehrsi ohmnso
and the corresponding switch of the second mine is a Partner pair had functioned, and neithbr indicator
wired to then fifth pole of the microswitch assembly detonator had fired, then it would he known that the
in the first mine, protection system had worked properly.

when the pressuire plate of only one mine t3 de-
pressed, the switches close. Capacitors C, and C1,, RCDR
which have been charged to equal voltages by theA.PRCD E
battery, are connected to the two resistance loops A total of 43 mines, 25 High Hats and 18 Partners
of the circuit. A current I, then flows through LOOP (9 pairs), were planted in Frenchman Flat in the
I in the direction shown in Figure A.S, charging the Project 6.1 Inert mine field. The experimental lay-
firing capacitor, CS. The current it in Loop HI Is out is shown in Figure A.S. Holes were dug with a
zero, because Switch S-5, located in the other mine, pr *er auger mounted on a 2%-ton track. The holes
is open. When C, charges to the firing voltage of wer,, 24 inches in diameter and had fiat bottoa sand
the glow tube (gas-discharge diode) the tube fires perpendicular sides.
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All results *are recorded on a go or no-go basis. improvement over planting the mines unprotected.

That Is, it was noted whether or not each prototype The exact location of these paterns in shown in Fig-

had functioned. Remarks as to the condition or phys- ure A.6.

leli position of the mines and modifications as found Four control circuits, containing circuitry dupli-

&Iwor to iv, • •a, r .a- ,,'here such notation could cated to that used in the Partner chassis (except for

give an indication of the reasons for success or fail- the omission of the microswitch and battery) %ore

ure. planted in the mine field. Two control ctruita were

placed in Pattern I and one each in Pam=* 2 and 3.

A.2.l High Hat. High Hat was tested at three Tnese controls were devised to check whether or not
overpreseure levels. the electromagnetic field created by the blast was suf-

Five models were placed at 21 psi. This was one ficient to cause the sensitive electric detonators used

station higher than that at which 90-percent function- in the cirucitry of Partner to function. The control

Ing could be expected for an unprotected M-19 mine. circuits were buried 5 Inches deep.

If the mines fut.ctioned at this station, it was to be The mines were placed in5the holes s shown in

concluded that no protection had been afforded by High Figure A.9. Pieces of wood 2 by 4 by 13 inches were

Hat. placed under three edges of the mine to prevent the

Five models were placed at 40 psi. This was in blast pressure from crushing the metal chassis.

intermediate point betw-en the no-protection-afforded Cables connecting the two mines of each pair wero
station and that station at which ',ilure of protection buried in 6-inch trenches. The tops of the mlnc€ were

was expected (70 psi). 5 inches below ground level, and the holes were filled

Five models were to be placed at 70 psi, because In flush with the ground.
analysis had shown that the presented area of High

Hat was such that overpressures of 70 psi or greater A.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

would cause it to function when used with an M-19

mine. It was desired to dptermine the actual func- overpressure levels were selected to yield the

tioning overpressure in this test. Because it had been madimium amount of information from the limited I
found that the M-19 mine functions over a range of number of test items available. Results of its pres-

pressures, it was necessary to place the test models sure gapes located in the Project 8.1 mine field show-

of High Hat at pressures somewhat greater than, and ed that the measured overpressures differed consid-

less than the expected functioning level. It was desir- er...iy from the predicted, particularly at the high-

ad that five prototypes per station be placed at 85 psi, overpressure stations. At the 60-psi station, the

70 psi, and 55 psi. Because the greatest overpressures measured pressure was about 25 percent high; Vt- the

available at the Project 6.1 test site were 60 psi, 15 50-pul station, the pressure was about 20 percent

models of High Hat were modified to give greater high. The 40-psi station was only S percent high.

presented arva, so that they wuld simulate the effect and the 21-pai station was 24 peroen low. Partially

of higher pressure* when placed at the stations avail- because oi Las p.,.;z-ure differences, the results were

able. The actual placement of thes modifications is not as conclusive as it had been hoped they would be.

indicated in Table Al.

The High Hats were placed in holes as shown in A.3.1 High Hat. The results of the High Hat test

Figure A.7. A cloth coer was placed over each High are shown in Table A.2. Predicted .nd measured

Hat to prevent sand from causing binding. The tops overpressures r.re shown for com.par som. As stated

of the hats were 3 inches below ground level, and the in Section A.2.1, 15 High Hats were modified by an

holes were filled flush with the ground. increase in the presented area of the h.ut in order to

simulate higher overpressures. The -i 's.ure sim-

A.2.2 Partner. The Partner pairs were arranged ulated by any of these models is eqal he actual

in patterns, three pairs in each pattern, as shown in pressure multiplied by the ratio of the t ilted area

Figure A.S. Pairs were arranged in this manner to to the unmodified area. Because the actmal overpres-

determine the effects of orientation to ground zero on sures at the stations where three models were placed

the simultaneous operation of the two mines. Further- were higher than predicted, tho simulate•. pressures

more, it was known that a strong electromagnetiu sig- were also higher. The actual s.mulated pressures

nal was given off by a nuclear detonation. It was felt are listed in the table.

that this signal might be picked up by the connecting All mines with modified High Hats were actuated.,

cable3 and affect the electronic circuitry. By placinr From pretest calculations, it codd be expected that

the Partner pairs in the patterns described, the effect these would function because of the higher-than-predicted

of electromagnetic pickup (if any could be noticed) simulated pressures. However, t om these same

could be related to orientation, calculations, it could be expected t. at the unmodified

Pattern I was placed at the 50-psi station to test models at the measured overpreesu i of 43.6 psi

performance of the system under high overpressure. would not function. Of the five High. ats located at

Patterns 2 and 3 were plced at the 21-psi station to t, s station, three failed to protect the mines. None

determine whether the partner system afforded any oi ;be mines functioned at 16 psi. This would indicate
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Figure A.6 Layout of experimental mine field.
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Figure A.7 sectioned view of High Hat in place before bole is filled.
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TABLE A-1 PLACEMENT OF HIGH HAT

N eof Predicted Modified to
Nm rof Overpreusure Simulate Over-

High Hats Stations Pressures of
psi Pat

5 21 No Modifications
5 40 No Modifications
5 40 55
5 so 70
5 60 85f

oz

Figur A.$ Partner pattern showing orientation
to ground zero. The cable betweenaMines &I and

7- a1 was staggered to prevent the blast wave from
- blowing the earth out of the lungth of the trench./ / Though the cables crone physically, they are not/ in contact electrically.

- u'isd Wires

~~- u

Figure A.9 Sectioned view of Partner in place before hole is filled.
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that the High Hats, as now designed, c~ar Insure pro- The circuitry in both mines should have worked prop-

tection to some value of overpressure loes than 43.6, erly when tested in the laboratory after the shot, in-

which seems to be about a 50-perc.ent point. However. dicating that the mines wojald be in condition to func-

even if insurance of protection extends only to 35 or tion when actuated by a tank. Fulfillment of all three

30 psi. these pressures are considerably higher than requirements would indicate success of the Partner

the unprotected mine could survive. Furthermore, by system.

reducing the presented area of the High Hats through None of the detonators in the control circuits plan-

redesign, it should be possible to raise the level of ted in any of the Partner patterns fired, there'ore, it

protection, is known that electromagnetic pickup did not affect

The results of this test indicate that, although the circuitry in the mines.

High Hat did not perform as well as expected, the All three Partner pairs (all of Pattern No. 1)

TARIS AZ H30H HAT RX~ISLTS

Distaneam frm predicted Mesee b edtiiesimuaed Preiu saimlatied Codto

Ground Zero Overpressure Overpreeeele st Prodialed atU Mascred After To"t
oneriteseure orsrpreeeete

to"t Pat Pei psi p"

1 125666 76.0 55106 yasUeced

2 1.25646 76.0 lo 1F unctioned

3 1.236 60 76.605 106 Famoedom?

4 1.50 6676.6 5 106 Fuctoed

5 LAO6 6 74.5 $5 lo105am

6 1.370 56 66.5 70 54 ungosdie

7 1.370 50 606* To 64esUN

61.370 66 66. T0 64 ysatsd

10 1.370 50 "A* T0o Fahe

12 1,566) 44 43A 5A 42 Twfsf0e"s

14 1.166 46 43A As 63 Vssetamed
is LAWe 46 43.6 s6 Fti55toi~d

is 1,06 46 43.5 552 Functoned

16 1.600 46 43* 66 42 Vinisdomel

11 1,566 46 43A I I Net Fsetiem

13 &.500 44 43.5 1 0 tntie

is 1,A6 40 43.5 6 1 ryAmttese

17 1.5006 40 43.5 6 1 riaittaesd

it W,6 40 43.6 1 6 Ftunctioned

11 1.956 21 15.4 1 1 Net Vunaluesed

23 1.960 21 15.0 1 6 Not iascumeS

13 1.960 21 16.0 1 1 Net rimtseud

24 1,1910 21 16.6 1 1 Net Vauemvned

1.906 21 16.0 1 Net Vacunosoed

'-r to doe numbers plaeed above Geek mine In Figure A.11.
'lieyilse spring had naot Snapped Uthrixgh; the plastic cup

.1ie" hoam a bed broken off. indicating that the mice, hadl
received eawa. ace to "Ieisie. hut had mailf~uncioed.

Mn blasMd mo.. ý: the blest sand was founed vifllally esposed.
I Thele mine@ had namoinwiffr 11"Ith Nats.

design offered considerable improvement over the placed at the measured overpressure of 60.5 psi ful-

unprotected M-19 mine, filled the ahove conditions.
At 1l psi in Pattern 2, only pair BI-EI, met the

A.3.2 Partner. The results of the Partner test three condittions. In pair CI-C 2, neither mine fuze
a-e summarized in Table A.3. In order for the Part- functioned. This indicates neither success no failure

worked as desired, the following of the Partner system, because it was given no chance

conditions should have occurred: (1) The fuses in to protect the mines. These two mines survived the
both mines of the pair should have functioned, Indica.- blast pressure without protection. No information,
ting that the mines, if unprotected, would have been was gained from this pair. Pair At-A2 Points out

set off. (2) The electric detonators in both electronic both a genteral disadvantage of the Partner design
chassis should not have fired, indicating thst the and a failure of one of the mnines Of the pair. The
minies were protected by the Partner system. (3) fuze in Mine A, functioned; that in Mine At did not.
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The pressu-e t3t which theme mines were exposed was the mine. The circuitry, nevertheless. did not work

thrit at which S I-~r~:ent functioning of M-19 mines properly, and this is a failure of the Partner system.

could be expectt~ ."t this pressure, and for lower One Possible explanation of the failure can be offers('

pressurel Ftd, wn ,s-.1' level at which no functioning it was noticed that the detonlator' in this mine fir~e,

of unprotected irrnes *,.,ld occur), there is the dan- in less than the designed 0.5 second when the circuiti.

ger that one mnen p!ate of the pair will be depressed was tested, indicating that the gas diooe in the circuit

and the other wilt not. When this occurs, Partner (s"e Figure A.5) fired at loss than the designed volt-

will offfee no protection, and the first mine will be age. if this occurred during the nuclear test, the
cleared by the bht-st. At higher pressures, where it energy transmitted to the detonator may not have been
Is insured that both mire plates will be depressed, enough to fire it. However, this may have made the

TABLE A.3 PARITNER RESUJLTS

oretai C -19 wioS tEletri Partner Chasas

Pattern Mind Partner Pair to Predicetd Measured ru -a 11" uasdNral

Nuftbar Number? Radial LA~W From Ovetltoasm. Overpresear wwli l FI wb Lahsset? MIs t

OreesBlas Zeroou "id ~~~ d Plied the Atomic TOMi

I lit radial so 40. Yes IN ye

I At ~ w~ Se. so61.1 yes Is 705

I bt 41 dodspso .a Yoes so 705

1 1  tangential, i $0A Yen so Yoes

2 6,a 21 16. Yen s

2 as 4seseee 21 16.0. on5 On 75

I b 46 depes" 21 16.0 yes On yes

2 et dopge"es 31 14.5 Yen so eelleli

2 l e s g e l et i i i 1 5.0 A n n o Me t 40 0 10 4

2 42 WAViil 21 16.6 0e0 So anmoes

3 raw.,l 21 16. Yoes Me Yoe

3 As rdiale 21 16.5 yes ms Yoe

3 b 46 dogrode 21 16.0 yes mo Ye5

3 -a,- Uses@"h 21 16.0 10 so YON

*TIMM" r*le, to 111e Posters WQabr8 00 Figure AA.
t Tbse leter tole tomine numbers en Figare A-4.
I When tested, the detoesler seemed to ftre Is seeslderably lees thee

0.5 sseemds, he so er "h fiuing an" wosn s measured wits a elabsenropa. -

IA einellog puies ssiltheehebseiswee Lotd digeeometed. Die

no seon whether this oocerred before 'ur efter then leto.

blast. However, there is the range of pressures just tested in the laboratory.

described in which this system offers .lttle protection. In Pattern 3, two of the Partner pairs met the

As stated shove, Mine A, is considered to have three conditions for suco:ess previously stated. In

been cleared by the blast. The fuze of only this mine pair C1 -C,. the same cond'tions occurred as in the

of the pair functioned; therefore, the electric deton- faulty pair of Pattern 2. Only one mine [use function-

ator in the Partner chassis should have fired, just ad, yet the detonator in that mirw didt P~,* fina This

However, the detonator did not fire. The reason for p114 in the chassis was found disconnected. This

this is not apparent from the poattest exanmination of would mean the circuit was disconnected from the
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battery ami no energy was av.lable to ii.-: the det- High Hat also otfers the advantage of requiring no
onator. Athough the plug could have come loose modification of the mine fuze. It is recommended
after the test when the mine was dug up, it is believed that work on this design be continued.
that it occurred before the test.

Although the two failures of the circuitry enc=unt- A.4.2 Partner. The Partner system has the dis-
ered in the test might he explainable, they neverthe- advantages of being complicated. of 'equiring modi-
less point out the vulnerability of a complicated sys- fication of the mine fuze, and 'f offering little pro-
tern. Furthermor., the problem of one pressure tectlon In the range of pressures where 10 to 90 per-
plate depressing %hen the other does not still exists cent of unprotected mines could be expected to func-
and can be overcome only be design change. tion. However, the system doom work well at higher

pressures.

A.-' CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS Although the disadvantages could be overcome by
redesign, newer systems under devulopment offer

A.4.1 High Hat. High Hat is a workable design more promise. It is recommended that the design be
offering significantly better resistance to clearance reviewed to determine whether further work on it
than the unprotected mine. This performance can be should be continued.
improved by further reducing the area of the hat.
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Appendix B

VULNERABIITY of CERTAIN ANTITANK-INFLUENCE-MINE
FUZES IoNUCLEAR DETONATIONS

The purpose nf this experiment was to determine the without causing damage to the fuze. This made pos-

vulnerability of three antitank-influence-mine fuzes, sible reuse of the fuze and poeiabot examination of

designed at Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories its sensitivity. All but the T 1235 were mounted on

(DOFL), to a nearby nuclear detonation. Inert-loaded T-29 mine cases from which all firing-

The three fuzes available for this purpose were train components had been removed. A battery-

the T 1217E2, the T 1224EI, and the T 1235. The operated clock, to indicate the time at which each

T 1217E2 is a prototype; the T 1224EI has been re- fuze functioned (if functioning occurred), was attached

leased for production engineering; the T 1235 repre- to the bottom of each unit.

sent$ an experimental design. All threp fuzoes are a

part of a family of influence fuzes for use with the B.3 DESCRIPTION OF FUZES

T-29 mine. B).3.1 T 1217E2 Fuze. This fuze used tank-track

pressure as its influence but differed from a conven-

B.1 BACKGROUND tional pressure fuze in that simultaneous pressure of

The following were considered as possible factors both tank treads was required to insure mine function-

that wtuld af~fect. the .. ,-,*---. .... a lIe to a nuclear ing und•,•ath the belly of a tank. The sensing ele-

detonatiowu (1) direct physical damage, which would Ment v . a pair of 8-foot rubber tubes, % inch in out-

make the fuze or mine Inoperative, such as breakage side diameter, one extending to either side of the fuze.

of the case, damage to components, uncovering or The tubes were buried with from 1 to 4 inches of soil

tilting of the round; (2) functioning of the fuze during cover. The squeezing of a abort length of each hose,

the detonation by presence of its normal functioning as occurs on the overhead passage of a tank from

Influences,• such as preseurc, vibration of the ground, both of its tracks, closed an electrical switch in the

magnetic fields, gamma radiation; (3) abnormal oper- fuse. Both switches ,nust close at nearly the same

ation of the fuze sensing devices, e.g., closure of the time to complete the firing crcut from a charged

magnetic switch in the T 1224E1 by excessive shock; capacitor to an electrical detonator. In thim way,

(4) improper functioning of protective devices incor- firing of the mine underneath the tank and somewhere

porated in the fuze, e. g., the blast protective switch between both tracks is aosured.

in the T 1217E2 or the T 1224EI. (5) temporary ster- The fuse is kept inoperutive initially for about 1

ilization due to discharge of firing capacitors by ioni- hour by an arming delay clock to provide a safe per-

zation; and (6) temporary sterilization of the T 1235 iod for burial of the mine, camouflaging, and depart-

fuze by induced radioactivity in either the soil or the ure of personnel from the area. fn s rm

Nal scintillation crystal In the fuze. To prevent the fuse from firing on shock from the
explosion of nearby mines or mine-clearance devices,

a blast switch is built into the electrical circuit. When

B.2 PROCEDURE subjected to a downward acceleration of 1 to 2 g, the

An experimental program that would determine switch closes and sterilizes the fuze tor ashot 10

the exact behavior of the fuzes involved could not be seconds. Figure B.1 shows the T 1217E2 fuze in

attempted during this operation, because none of the place on the '1-29 mine, and Figure B.2 shows the

items had been made in any appreciable quantity and, mine and fuze in place, ready for covering.

therefore, were in short supply. The limited program

was intended to provide guidance for future tests with 5.3.2 T' 1224E1 Fuze. This was a dual-influence

larger quantities, to initiate work on protective de- fuze requiring both a vibration and a magnetic aignal

vices or on modification (should such prcve to be nec- of proper characteristics as provided by a target

essary), and to correlate fuze behavior with data tank crossing the mine to initiate the detonator. These

gathered by Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories. signals could occur simultaneously or in close seq-

The 30 fuzes available for this test were equipped u- nce, and their characteristics were determined by

with detonator simulators to indicate fuze operation extensive studies on a large number of tanks. As in
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the T 1217E2 fuze, arming delay was accomplished this test, the normally open contacts were brought
by a spring-wound clock. out from the buried mine to the surface of the ground

The msgnetic sensing element was a moving mag- by mesna of a shielded cable (Figure B.4). An ohm-

net system, and protection against its closure by meter was used at the time of recovery to determine

severe shock excitation was provided by the same whether unctioning had occurred without disturbing

blast switch as in the T 1217E2 fuze. the fuze. Stimulation of the fuze-eensing elements

The optimum standoff distsnct. of the mine to the by simulation of the usurl Influence was performed

target tank determines the burial depth of approxi- If no functioning had occurred during the shot. The

mately 2 to 5 inches below grade. Figures B.3 and fuze's response to the proper Influence was then

B.4 show the mine-fuze combination. Figure B.3 observed on the ohmmeter. The normal!y closed

shows, on the bottom of the mine, the aluminum case pair of contacts were connected so as to stop the

that houses the electrical clock described in Section electrical timing clock (described below) at the time

8.2. This clock, which was used for field-instrumen- the switch fired.
tation purposes, is not a normal part of the mine.

B.4.2 Timing Clock. This auxiliary timing device

B.3.3 T 1235 Fuze. This an experimental was used for the test to enable personnel to determine

dual-influence fuze that required both a vibration aig- the time of fuze functioning relative to the time the

nal and a gamma-ray signal originating from an exter- fuze had been armed. It was attached beneath the

nsWly buried source and backscattered from the tar- fuze as shown in Figure B.3. The opened clock is

get tank. Previous analyses and tests showed the fuze shown in Figure B.5. Power supplied by a mercury

system capable of discriminating between heavy mill- _Nattery gave the clock a riming time from 7 to 14

tary vehicles, such as tanks, and lighter vehicles, days. Accuracy of the readings was approximately

such as jeeps and trucks. 15 minutes.

It is difficult to countermeaure this fuze by nor-

mal methods; however, calculation he. shown that a B.4.3 Ciarged Capacitors. Included in the 1217E2

nuclear detonation could temporarily neutralize the fuzes were several charged capacitors of the same

system by blinding it with fallout or induced radioat- type used in the fuzes. It was intended to observe

tivity in either the soil or the scintillation crystal their voltage decay after reovery and compare this

used in the fuze detection system. The purpose of with their ordinary decay rate. The desired infor-

this experiment was to verity the supposition that the mation was the ability of a nuclear detonation to In-

initial gamma radiation from the explosion would creasm the decay rate and. thus. temporarily sterilize

blind the fuze before the arrival of the shock wave the fuze. It should be noted that, if this were to occur,

(and therefvre before arrival of the vibration influeuce) the recharging rate with the vety-high-impedance

and to determine whether the cy-tem could be per- solid-state batteries would be low.

manently damaged by high gamma and neutron fluxes.

For this purpose the external gaamma source, which B.4.4 Location of Fuzes. Three areas, each

would normally be buried with the fuze, was not need- about 30 by 33 feet, were utilized near the eastern

ed and was omitted. edge of the mine field at mean radial distance of 1,250,

Since the fuhe is still in the experimental design 2,730, and 5,320 feet, respectively, from ground zero.

state, no photographs of the fuze are presented in These distances were chosen to correspond to esti-

this report. mated overpressures of 60, 10, and 5 pot. Figure

B.6 shows the location of these three areas, and Fig-

B.3.4 Power Supplies. All the fuzes used elsc- ures B.7, 8.8, and B.9 show the distribution of fuAes

trical detonators and required internal power supplies, within each of theme areas. Of the six T 1217E2 fuses,

General Electric T8 solid-state batteries were used two were placed in each area; six of the twelve

in each fuzs in conjunction with Mylar-insulated T 1224EI fuzes were placed in the 1.250-foot area,

capacitors, and three each in the other two aser-t; the twelve T 1235
fuzes were evenly distributed, four in ea'h area. The
T-20 mine case, but not necessarily the explosive con-

8.4 INSTRUMENTATION tents, is essential for aroper operation of the T 1224EI

B.4.1 Explosive Switch. Each of the luzes was fuze. since the steel from which the case is fabricated

equipped .ith a DOFL T-23 explosive switch. The is taken into consideration in adjusting the magnetic

electrical function and input characteristics of this sensitivity of the fuze. The T 1217E2 and the T 1235

device closely matched those of the T-76 electrical did not require mine cases for their proper pcrform-

detonator and the T-29 mines. ance; however, since 18 such cases -mere available

The T-23 switch contained two pairs of contacts, for the test, they were used with the T 1224EI and
one normally open and one normally closed. On T1217E2 fuzes.
fuze functioning when the switch is fired, the open Mine positions were located and holes to the de-
contacts close and the closed contacts open. For siroi depths were provided by personnel of ERDL.
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Figure B.3 The T 1224E1 hAze with T-20 mliu and Indicator clock.

Figure B.4 The T 1224EI fuze with Tl-29 mine in place before burial.
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Some thought was he unique soil cooditioais at 0430 hours on 24 June. so that a minimum of 3 dayq-

prevailing in the .a Dry Lake area. /efor, had elapsed aftar planting for the fuzes to stabzilize

disti.rbanc this. ., the consistency of adobe in the ambiena conditions. This ;,,ziod was more

brick, while the ir. duag from a hole has the texture than suffl-,ie, for proper operation, even under the

of talcum powder. Water was ued to stabilize the evere sol conditions. Recovery of all wnits we.

soI bankfllled around and over the mines. Some of completed on the morning of 28 June. The sme per-

M &2-24 NIL It
000th4- DeputE

T-1217 E2 T-4217 E2
.No. 3 4
0e4h 3- Deoth 3'
Huoe 2" 1224 EI Howe 2

Na 3-34

T-235

T-1235 T-22? El
4Na 7 Na 1-7

DW% tt2' DePth 4'

o- A 5320 feet 0 6

Figure B.9 Placement of fuzes at range 5,320 faet.

the soil was mixed with water to make a mortar, asm samuel who planted the wines performed the recovery
some was wetted by puddling tn the hole. Each unit under tfll radex conditions in about an hour. This
was wrapped in a squrar of .;pitc shoeting before included the checking of each fuze for functioning and
burial to reduce contamination of the units by the soil; sensiUvity. At the cluse-tn area (1.250 feet to ground

however, it was later found Lhat water sad mud had zero; tCh radiatlon intensity was 125 mr/hr at recov-

reached many of the fuzes. try Utms, the wtddle area bad an intenasity of 7 mr/hr.

and the farthest-out group had Ils" than I mr/hr.
l-S RESULTS None of the fuzes or mines showve any physical

aa•wiage; however, a few of the timing-clock caes
Planting of the fuzes was performed during the were slight~y dented. Brass stakes protruding about

period from 16 to 21 June. Shot Priscilla was fired 3 inches ashov the ground bad been used as markers.
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These WAIk. -hItah wer. V, iiwh in -te. 'r, -r. e modification in that puwer riupply anal vibration ~alert-
all an plAt., tait bent akiout 30it grvi, iront the i,urti- ing circuit.
cal. In the nsdiWle area. .Atiu,u .ýi' It-It of btarbedl *ire Because of the neutron -indijied gamma activity in
(~A part oi the toriiainal miania: iiciu tunii) *as Wuwid thw scintillation crystal dictectors And in fuze compo-
covering 09W of the tuxeta. nents, it was not possible tc fire any of the fuzes at

recovery time by means ot a milated vihration and
B.5.1 T1217F.2 Fuzes. Nonte of the six units had gamma-ray signals. Trt:, -.... rmed pretest calcula-

fitiaZonetd. IA it hen ith oiewe re squeezed At the tions on live miagnitude of tdo inoutced activity.
time of recovery to simulate a normal signal, all uii Although theme fuzes were experimental models,
these luates ogwrAted. Simulati, n of the stgnI. in this construacted without regard to ruggedness, permanent
case was donae manually, sinvu no tanks were available. damage was almost negligible. Afte a cooliing-off
An examination uf thet soil cioveringf the homes ind.. period of a few weeks, normal luae operataion was
ed the results would have Ween unaltared if a tracked restored.
vehicle bad been used. The present design of the fuze is such that fuzes

are excected to recover from the blinding sief"ecto
j8.5.2 T t22LO.1 Viaunc. Two o9 the huzes in the neutron-induced g~Aaaaaa dwAivity in 24 to U hbours

at the time of the Ihot None of the remaining ten (7171.
fises fired, ani.luding four fuzes at the same distance
frain ground zero as the 6 Ao that did funaction. All 13-5.4 Charged Capsaciors. Laboratory examin-
unfired fuses functioned ;.,ojeriy when stimulated by ation rev-sled no differerxce between the ordinary and
vibration mand magnetic signals before disarming and potataot does) rates of charged capacitors.

rmoval.
Wlast awitchas were removed from then two fuxes 32.S. Gas Diodes. Miniature gasa diodes (XDIC.

that Itmeticeed in Shot Priscilla and replaced with XIM4C), exposed in several shotis, showed promise
special p otective switches watch were sensitive to as nuclear doesensitizing switches for fuze use. For
proe~ g~amma radiation. These two reinstrumented a 20 kt air-burst device, diodes biased at 95 percent
fuses andi two other uistnodif led fusets as controls were of their normal breakdcwn voltage can be triggred

eaposed about riCO feet from ground zero in Shtot Hood. reliably at ranges &as great asa I mile by instantaneous
Now of these four fuses were functioned at the tine gamma radiation.
4 ~ the shot. Except for one control failurw, all funct-
iceed proprty on postshot stimiulation pr.'-. ;.a dls-
arming and removal. 8.6 CONC LUSION! AND RECOMM3ENDWTIONS

No firm conclusions can be drawn f romn the meager
3.5.3 T 1235 Fuzes. Nane of the twelve faxes daota at thi pjoint. It appears that outlook for proof-

were fired by the nuclear detanation; however, one ing of the T U.~17E2 and T lU2E I fuzes against clear-
unitk an the ares closest to ground zero had apparently ing attempts by nuclear detoatioucn is good. Several
fired at H minus 25 hours. These resialta were not detices under development at-mid reduce clearance
considered conclusive, since sax of the twelve fuses percentages le !ow, figuares. The mona Important
had fired on vibration signals alone at the Urnis of need is to establish a larger background of data from
enqiiaeensnt. Later examination revealed the reason a better statistical sample. For this purpose the

for this as being rn increase in the fuse battery volt- preliminary data gathered in this opemrations will L.ý
age attributiable to the low relative humidity of the mtoot helpful.
Nevada climate. This fault has been corrected by a
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Appendix C
GROUND CONTAMINA77ON PATTERNS PRODUCED

by E-5 C//EM/CAL LAND MINES
ly the ground contamination pattern produ~ced by E-5 *are detonated by the blast wava from the shot. Whbile

chemical land mines detonated by a nuclear explosion. collecting samples after the nuclear detonation. it
Tbi Z-5 chemical land mine ib a standard Mi-15 was observed that the ground in ports of the grid pat-

mis up hti onta inssh about10poundsof tocsba ee dsriued ay ioveedbydirtdu-
chemical -warfare aetadol bu . on f igtepro rmbatt ava olcin

Thus, the E-S chemical land minae is designed so wasn not as successful as bad baee hoped because Only

as to 'eontain just enough *eplosive to scatter the liq- two 08 the live mines were detoiamedts. The patterusa
aid filling and contaminate an area adjacent to the of the ground contamination from the tiri (blasnt-
mine when the mine is activated by means of normal detonated) minus are dissimailair to the single mimi-
hi-15 mine-fusieng tschniques. For this perti.ular Unit4 hbis dlfleees 0 Aans 11PA'S Is Other tGsts With
wto.t a Chemical warfare ageot simulsat, Big 2-eothyl the same munition conduicted a& Army Chemical Center.
hszy1tydrogwe phosphltt. w&a used. (his Of the blast-dataessed mines had 33 times the

Fl~ is -5 hebmical Land mines filled with the aim- quantity of agent normally found an the crater lip end,
Wlant agent vere positioned 15 yards spai it in a section essentially no contaminatioe on thea ground in the vici-
of a Project 6.1 mine field where A to 9 psi overpres- alty mear the crater.
sure wasn expected. Because this pressure is tes" The difference be&ws ground cosansisatios pat-
then that required to guaraniee detonation of the Jl- IS". Uterm8 of the separate tests Or b dw o h two bloot-
dotheam inewre connected to a 2-pet seeititve daes.- detonated maines may be caused by reasosia other than
aWoa "systm. Points at witmp t~ea wovold be taker. ti methint of detonstione. Theme may be: 41) low-
afsr the test were marked t-y 2-foot metal stakes order burst of the one blast-detonated mssm which
drivee ate the ground sothat 4t in? nes eprotreuald. bed high crarter-lip coeataumiation, or (2) loss of
Follawing dertonati on the mine, samiples were takes contamination from thes bast-detamabii munes. due to
st them grid potats by scraping the sil from as area th sorac being removed., distemrbed end/or covered

6 iniches by 6 incheas to a depth of sbout '/, inc and by blowing dirt duiing the ported from burst to sampile
colleacting this -Mi in glass )are. Tb. samples were collection. This, it is difficult to cempare the camn-
reterwed to the Army Chemical Center and analysed tamainstion patters. of the blast-doetsated mime with
for dy'ed Wes comotet. Tb. results are reported as that from normal dLatontion of a miss. However, thet
milligrams ad chemical aiMmulAt per square .tr data indicat. a difference in the distribuiton of ground

of area. The sampling grid extended 75 yards down- minaautkon witha the two difierest methods of dot-
wind sand 20 vards upwind. The u~staiace between Onation. These Utlereaeee am a considered an

sampling poinst was 5 yards io the region mear the c"o uminles evidence because of that limited ouoml~r 44
mune aW was gra. ally iscreased at greater mwo- tests, the i~tions to w*ich thes area was exposed 2
10111 418910IS before the11 samples were collected, sail ti-a normal

Prie to Shut Priscilla. one chemical leand =a possiihlities of low-order doe onetm.
was deatisted is order to determine the c~tsamositaoe Sufficient &A&t were collected so demionstrate con-
poters prdwc without idlueacw from sbot cond- clusiveely that. (1) resnidal tomc contamination will
tsime. In tdus test, which was corolocted io a small result whom chesmical mine falow* are tftioed by
area adjacent to wheare five manes were tested. sam- nuclear dealmations. end (2) that a difference in con-
$eso of the moil to the area contaminated were collec- lamination patters can hie expected whes the 1E-S chuam-
ted from grid points at istervals af S yards out to dis- ical lend mime is detonated by the blast fromn a nuclear

mac ad 23 yards from the mier. This lost sere detonation, ovwer that petter.t pe educei by detonation
to sappay dots for a nocrmal patternaon the termsi to of tas mne'sw pressure-seasiuivi ha..

Preachnen" Flat. 1& in recommsemtebd thet toots he cosmiclad tooti
The ares of contamisetion from the chemical leand saoitional data ceecermin thes area which maight be

mines is shows in Figure C. I. Tb. conutimmisitd contaminated if. maclear weapon were need so as to
area free the detonation of a single mine is also detoinate chemical land mines.
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Appendix 0
TEST of BRI TISH TYPE MINES for the UN/TED KINGDOM

The objective of this Lost was to s~bject four t"ae D-2 PROCEDURE
of British mines, the Mark VII. Mark 5, Light Metal-
lic antitank mines, and the Elsie antipersonnel mine Becur of the limited amoiunt of time to a~rrange

(Figures 2.16, D.1, D.2. D.3). to the blast from a fo ho ariipa~tion, and problems ot transportation
maclar etoatio. I wa paricuarl Imprtat ~ cf live explosives, all mines were inert-filled. The

supplement existing British data on the reaction ofcrtrafrhemhoadraesfpleens
these mines to atomic air blast and to check the car- ofl thdeprtih afthovrite. Sinte desoe anadsispofrsalts

relation of British and United States records on theofteBishahrte.Sncsonlysofea a

bei~avior of theme mines, was required of the United States personnel conduacting
tets.a thorough investigation was not made of the

reasons for the placement prqoposls. British fasa-
D.1 BACKGROUND tions ware adhered to as closely as possible, I. g.,

The British have tested the Mark VII antitank mine epawaemd opac ie tprsuerne
on several occasions. This mine uses a Mark 5 fuze., mdithmanpoe.
which requares a double Impulse to actuate Th mne1a. Positions for the British fields are nactad in Figure
No mines received boths impulses at any of the trials. 2.17 In the main body of the repert. Table D.2 shows

P'. somse of the tests, the first impulse was applied in thessres. fthm gredictd peresturesfracusatl placemen
overpressure raw&e between 32 and 250 psi. Thse ihf 5teprdcdpesrsfoatallce
resulte at pressures less than 32 pidid oft oe any meta, the number of mines placed in each field, and

reeagisshe petersthe depth of cover over the mines. TIhe bales for the

The British tests of the Light Metallic antitank anitn mimes were dug with as earth anger, the diam-

miss at depths ot cover varying from 2 to 4 inches eter of the bit was adjusted to fit the neade of the mine.
resulted in only about 3 ps-reM firing at overpressures The bales for the Elsie mines ware dugl with a pocket

lass than or equal to 30 psi. At higher pressures sad knife so that the diameter was the same as that of

comparable depthsato burial, all minsst were actuated, the body of the mine.

(Tiesm results do not agree with quoted United States From the results of the prewlona British tests on
scures as this mine). the Elsie mine, It wes decided theat those placed at

Althowgh the design of the spider-type preenere estmated ovverpressurea of 21, 14, sand 6 psi would

plate eamd on the Mark 5 antitank mins had not base not he dislodged from their holes. Precautions were
teseWud saer nuclear blast loadieg. it was believed tht taken to hold the Elsie's in position at the estimased

hesaee o th lowresstane oftheqaidr ~overpressure of 30 psi by a thi wire tied to the body
mine would require a greater force for actusaie than of the mine and fastened to a pipe drive. unto the

.miar with a solid pressure plate. grased (Figure 0.4).

Wis .aabjected to British tents, there was so act- Tbot elsie's were fabricated from two different
atie oftheElse nilprsil mnesat O pl oer- types of plastis' nsa black is color an the other

prwasure and lower; for higher pressures, 60 percent white. An equal number of each type were pleased

or moav fired. At overpressures greasar than 25 psi,. techrse
all mimes were dislodge 'from their *rig"i plcacment
position. D.3 fhtL~uvrI4V

United Stama Army Engineer Research and Deeo- ~ isrcin acfe htcroyeaia
meat Lebaborietote fERL). Fort Delvoir, Virginia, TmIsrcin pcfe htcroyeaie

performed static actuation tests as the Light Metallic tion ha nusde od the fuses to determine possible acmu-
swAwk3seats"d mines sand the Elsie andehipsal ML_~ Is addtlan, it was requested Opet oheernastom

mAs rTests were am performed on the Mark VII he mad to determine (1) exposuare or lifting of the
mine, *lace data as static-actuastioa pressuares ns mime by blast, and (2) external deasage to the mines

already available from the owor of the mine slod body by blast or by thermal radiation. Insdd~ium6
repeated is Referoce4.) Reut ftetnsaethe Elsie's were also examinede Sor disturbance from

shown is Table 0.1I. p, ition sand burning of ties csmmflags eovering the
pressure plate. After this pselissiaWr examination,
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Fiur D. British, Eliatpronlmine.

t %AM

Figure 0.4 TiodOWT of Elsie, santipersonel mine
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TABLE D.1 P- .2LTS OF 8TATE-DEFLECTION TESTS

lm Type Average Static
SActuation Pressure Plate Area

(Average of three samples)

pal ins

ULli 16.1 28.3Metal~lc

Mark 5 83.7 4.0

Elste 11.1 0.79

TABLE D.2 MIE PLACEMENT

The apace between mines -• "•.m -.

Sue•Predicted Quansity

Type P "I - n P t,-- Rang Per Cover Per ange

Pressure Per Range

Psi pal Im

Mark Vi 150 90 150 2 7
100 1,040 100 2 7
60 1,250 50 2 7

Mark5 150 920 150 0 7
100 1,040 100 0 7
60 1,150 60 0 7

Light 45 1,500 40 2 7
Natali 30 1,720 30 2 7

15 2,290 15 2 7

Eae 45 1,720 30 0 4
30 1,'m0 21 0 4
20 2,290 15 0 4
10 5,420 5 0 4
5

TABLE D.3 OVERPRESSURES

Me overpreeare at 920 and 1.040 feet are itterpoiated from Figure !,.3.

argo Premicted Overpreseure Actual Oe .-a.,ure-

feet pst psi

m0 150 10%to2O0
1,040 100 115 to 140
1,2o0 Go 76
1,31 50 GOA
1,0M 40 43A
1,720 30 24.9
1,3m 21 30.
2,230 is 16
5,320 5 SA
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TABLE D.4 AN4TITANK RESULTS

martviz. no fast 0 a 00 a

MarkVIL 1,040 fed 0 a (0~ a

MattV1LI. 1,0fedl a a 0 Q

Kaft 5. m hem 0 0 0t 0 0 0 0

Mark5, 1,040 foot 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

mu~k 5, 1.25fte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Light eta in.1 foot 0 0 0 0 0 a

LigtMetalli..1.720 feet 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Light Metallic. 11290fast 0 0 a~ll 05 0f 05

ram -aas.
t Pit pzartiay sheared. TAF LI EUT
t: m oewr by veblale. - LI EUT

Iz lmzIA" of ea0M.
-- A Acmtemd ~ Amp plastic Fuse soe

Do ;Acoakead ma

fost codor

11.72 White Yoe Miss found ahout 400 Just book fromm ortigi 1 position.
Camonflage nearly buumfor blown off. Upper froat
portion af body ",wrinitjed" by tbarma". Charge oon-
Wasle slightly burned at front. Front 1 of body cellar
broken off at point where wife originAlly Oaached.

Blank Unknwn only top portion of mine body found. Tap portion of
cA- found 400 fest bank from original Poaltioo. Charge

oontainar found 660 feet book from original position.
Mine brake. in half undr body oie.Lr. Camnoulage
burned off.

White Yea Cammoufage nearly bumned off. Frant part &t body
'wrinklmd. " Top martae oe body burne and btecAnmed.

Ch&Mg container slightly burned at froau.

Muc Unknown Mine not found.

1.1110 Wkwt Ye. Cansudage burned off. Upper front portion, and top of
body slightly burned and ,rie I t

Moak Unkws mw no found.

WNWt vakwm Mine ONt fouind.

slash Unkinow MIND iNt Insis.

- ' Whit. no Comandoaes nearly burned or blow. off. Upper front
portion ad boo wrtnkled. Otheuvie. mise in good

me* mo Cainmdtwg warty berwd Mew. off Othervise.

Waft. me Camemage Mosrly burnd Wr blo. . Otherwtse.
mome in -c ea-om.

uMac Ye. Cax~me.6ag nly bured or b oe.f.. Otherwise.
mineo in go"d egaUuas.

1Sm White TAG Camomolls nearly Iwrsed or' off. Tap Merfons
of *11mrge 'maanr own mahotd. Top amurfaa.
of body eighy melte is b" en book.

us* N. Cammofessa burned or Mowe ad. Gterwsm, am~n to

WNWt Tod Cammomlmo burned or Mean of. Omborwias mine in

MSAc no Camehtag burned or bio o.. othrwise mine In
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the mines were to be returned to th3 Unitd Kingdom suTres of 43.6 and 28.9 psi, five of the seven mine

for detailed internal examination and statistical anal- fuzes functioned. Thase do not coincide with existing

ysei. British data on the natuation pressures for this mine.
Caution must be taken in comparing the data taken

from the mines placed at the 2,290-foot range, owing
D.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION to experimental errors: (I) five of the mines were

Results of the postahot investigation of the British buried with 6 inches of cover, instead of the required

mines in this project are summarized in Tables D.4 2 inches; and (2) a vehicle was driven over one mine

and D.5. Actual and predicted peak overpressures before recovery was made.

are compared in Table D.3. The following observations were maue on the Elsie

-he combined results of the layout for the United antipersonnel mine:

Kingdom investigation and the layout for the main 1. The cloth camouflage covering the pressure
Project 6.1 for the Mark VII mine agree well with the plate was completely burned or blown off in almost

pretest British data on the mine. The lower limit all cases.

(where insufficient compression for arming or activa- 2. The body of at least one mine at each range

tion can be expected) can be estimated from the main studied was severely affected by therial raciation,

field data of Project 6.1 to be about 20 psi overpressure. resultir4g in wrinkling and charring. in some cases,

It was also observed that, for pressures of 60 psi or the fuzes for these burned mines did not actuate.

more, all mine.s will receive the first impulse but no Suprisingly, the black plastic mines withstood thermal

mines will be actuated, i. e, none of the mines receive effects better than the white mines in every instance.

the double impulse. 3. Six of the mines were thrown out of their holes

The spider-plate design for the pressure plate of by the drag pressure; two were found, of which one

the Mark 5 mine seems to be an effective device fir had been actuated while the other had been shattered.

withstanding large overpressures as was expected. A thorough search of the area disclosed ro evidence
At the closest range of 920 feet from ground aero, of the remaining four antipersonnel mines These

four out of seven of the mine fuzes functioned. indica- mines were completely inert (contained no expiosives)

tng that their live prototypes would have detonated. and therefore the loss would in no way prove danger-
At the 1,040-foot range, where the overpressure was ous to anyone should the mines be uncovered it a

at least 115 psi, none of the fuzes functioned. The later time.

same Was true at the 1.250-foot range. Two values 4. Some fuzes were actuated at each range with-

are therefore available from the test data from which out following any recognizable pattern for proportion

the statistical analyst may be able to plot! . i obebility- actuated. This portion of the study was hampered

of-actuation curve for given overpressures. by the fact that not all the mines were recovered.

Not as much use.it data was obtained for the Light 5. The blast severely cracked the mine casing at

Metallic Mine as had been anticipatod. At overpres- the highest range of pressure studies.

ER
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Appendix E
SYMPATHETIC DETONATION ANALYSIS

E.1 PROBABILITIES OF DIFFERtENT RANDOM particular pattern occurring. Each specific Pattern
PATTERNS IN MINE DETONATION was further broken down to arrive at the total numtsr

of arrangements under which sympathetic detonation
Th. geometric pattern of mine acutation tn the could happen. This was to allow ranking in order of

live mnefield may give an indication of whether favorability to eyui~zthetc detonation.
sympathetic detonation was present. Inzuitively, if The nomenclature used for the random n~rohblblitY
each mine that actuated in a live mine field were will be explained by an example. The extpression
adjacent to another actuated mine, the likelihood of P3(1, 2) means the probability of three mines actuatin
sympathetic detonatian would be increased, when two of the mine aren adjacent (leas than 21 feat

Each geometric actuation pattern that was encount- between mines) and theý third -ine is separated from
ered in the live mine field was either due to a random the other two by at least one mine that did not detonate.
geouetric distribution or a nonrandom distribution.
It was assumed that nonrandom distribuiaions were

&m o te aiso ofsypateti deonaion ~E.2 PROBABILITES OF RANDOM VARtIATION OF

mine detonatin could result in another maine detanat- TEST POINTS FROM TRUE CUMULATIVEI.,
ing only if the distances between mines were smaill PROBABILJTY CURVE
it was assumed that the radiua of influence for one Each samiple (pattern) can he considered as com-
mine to cause detonation of another miea was the poeed of independent trials where the true probability
mas-1-m distasm between adjacent mines, or 21 of the mine actust'n in a single trial is given by the
feet. Therefore, the detonatam of at least two adja- cumamistiva mormal proomhility, distribution. From
cent mine wes the criterion for the possibility of th theory of probability. the eqA&aain for independent
sympathetic deonastion. triala is gives by the tars" in the binomial. expansion.

When the probability of the random ucciarrence of
tin actuastion pattern enoountered in each minefield reaP
is knowAk, as may deterutine the IlkLI*"o of sym- (q r-O a~~~
pathetic detonation. If the random probahility we r-
small for th geometric actuation patterea o~e I
in the mine Soeld, tba the probability wes high thM r rlet. Cl
sympathetic detonation had contributed to the wannberp-roaityhtasilemn
of actsans.& T(is would exclude actuatiom patteraswile w
where, by daftniti.m, sympathetic detanation we
impossible.4 q w probability that a single mine

The probability of random acteatioa pattern wes will "antuanfe
desermined far 1 to tO mine. Lietonattag repectively a - s, or #ý .isle
(Table Z.1). It wes required to know the ProbabilityV
ol a random scuawszo pattern occurring that was at r - smabar of AMiaateon
Asas as favorable to sympathetic detonation as the Ca.rq r proaityfwl rm a
paisse rna. -be test. For this re~aso &he probabilities saftialin in a trmias.
ame tined is order, with the moat favorable Panetta
for sysW Imeito detimaia onlsed first. With a gives Slow6 ~ ithe h mlir ý' efowat :itic detoe~insut
numer of mines actuting. the paourn meat 'Avoarbie increases as the pen sm..... mines tha actuate
to syupa~tict delomtoes wes the pattera with the increases. it is ease, to ree raedam orarbabilitiee in
greatst ==br of arrangemeatsaswer two ealjacemt order of faverahility to sympathetic deowatione. The

mies salamed. higher do tes paroeatng, the menw bearable areV

the s"l onninombu ra ft give the probability of th threw a is the binomial upea~sie. j'LU value of

SECRET F.



p to use is determined from the cu -. :&Utiv tirobab- in the live min field, a =10, the appropriate binomial
ility curve at the inert mine-field overpressure. It expansion is:
in assumed that for random variation in the mines the 10
sames overpressure would also apply in the live mine- (qp

1
*~ cqis p

field. r-0) qar

As an example, the probability will be computed
that a detonation test value of the M/47-1 mine could q8+ i~q'p + 45qpt + 120q19; + 210*4p

TABLE E.1 PROBABILITIE3 WF RANDOM D=TOI(ATION PATTERN4S

1. T-wo Mines Detonating Vt. Continuesd
P()-:4/25 PI(2. 5) - 16/12
Pil ) - 31/43 P,(1. 2.4) . 6/120

P,(2,2. 3) . a/1:0
11. Three Mines Detonating P?4(3,4) . 0/2

P1(3) - 20/120 NO4, 2. 2.2) . 0
P,41, 2) - 64/120 P,(1, .12,3) 0

Ii.. ) - 39.A120 P'(1' 1. 2.2 r 00
P!410,1. 1.4) *0

MI. FourMines Deteeting P,(,1. 1. 1.,3) -0

P4(4,) . 72/210 P'(. 1. 1.1. 1.1,) . 0
P4(41,3 - 72/210 Pot1. 1. 1. 1.,1 1.21) - 0
P4(2-2) . 35/210
P'(1' 1, 2) . "/210 VII. Eight Mim"s Detonating
P4(" . 1.1) . 0 PI45) . 32/46

P9(3. A) . 2/45
IV. Five Mines DeAnstng PA41,?) . 4/46

PI(s) - 40/252 PI44,41 - 3/45
P,(1. 4) 64/252 PO. 26) . 4/46
101'2.3) . 64/U52 P@(22.3.31
Pol1l.1.3) . 34/252 PS~. 2.24) 6
PI(1. 2.2) . 34/V52 P,(1S.3.4) - 0
P1. 1. 1.,2) . 12/m5 NO.412.5 31 .
P0l. 1. 1. 1.1) . 0 P.4,2. 2. 1) . 0

P.4,2. 2. 2) 0
V. six MimeeDatmm.i Pe. 1,,2. 2. 2) 0

P.46) - 1/210 PB41. L 3.3) 0
PS42.4) .38/216 Pg.41.2.4) 0
P40. 5) . 42/21 Pv~. 1. 1.,2.3)1
PO42.2.2) - 4/210 PI(. 1..1,1.Z. 2) 0
P'41' 1. 4 - 16/210 P.10.1. 6) 0
PS41.2.2) - 24/210 P.1, 1. 1.56) -
P@(3.3) * 23/210 P~. U 11. 1. 4) . 0
Pol. 1. 1.22) * 4/10X P~.41. 1. 1. 1..3) . S
Pol. 1. 1.,2) . 0P.111111) S

Pgf.41...,1.1) *0

Vw. nuns Kimes Daaiag"p
Vt. Ks.im"eDeSeeumg FOR)*

P141.69) . 20/126 IX. Too Mine oumew
P.4i,1..5) . 2/120 Peg)

WI~h this patters. oympaawbe dalsinefIs teimpossible.

have bee as Largae o larger becimse of redmvar- nJ25qYp 210&9 * qlaqp' 49&~
isetie. Tka met poift 'homn wase the 26.1-p~wereft e -"
actuaio peial at 11.6-psi static overpressure. Frem *I.*P
the cumulative probabsility curve, the prethc td - Whezwa p 0.1
ste. a " Ms presssur is 10 percent. Thes vauein q s
asuemmd to bae tyatru pro& bility. p, the* a aim&e
wm wime wtU sa. at11.6 psi. For im mempissise for dia preombility of one or more rasdoms mimes
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pro~MI~of at OIs" Ow 1j (am or more) £cbjatin in

10 Tk ywalf a p were coU2IvAted to SA OcO"rS.CV o

~ C~N~P~ lII" two deel"n PI-6~ *Wicb WASn CO"lred :Wrs ~
r1I sdquate for thU rei~abliatY Of tbg d&"-.

I~@tM0.951
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Appendix F
SUMMARY of RAW DATA

This appendix presents raw data from the mLoe UPeH pressure plate to the, fuz far the UIM from the daph.
clearavoe operauion. Data from the lnerc mine fields of-burial auott ane givea in Table F1.I the saea. tUI
anw presented in Figures 7.1. througA F.13. while the data from the study of tba effect of load tyeuPon tb8
Live mine field data can be found in Figume. F.14 mins reipo iseI foiwd in Table r-3
thraugh 1.28 The moter readings and gape from the

RON

Flore, Foot Overcvehaure. psi PIOCOnt Acotioon

now

0710 0 .7 0 0

Aarqs, Feat O'verwrasswe. psi Percen Attu~fw

032 005 000 07 0

0 00 0 0e 0ooto 0. 0cam 0 0

l Fat .1 AeinLl in knort sm ine fhU. 1-i
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0 0 0 0 Oveirpreeures, psi

14.1

Rang•. Feet

o r720

Prcent Actuation
20o 0 0 0 2

o 0 0 0 Overpressure, psi

33.3

Range. Feet
o 0 150

Percent %ctuation
0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 Overpressures, psi
.7..

0 . 0 Range, Feet
1990

Percent Actuation
0

0 0 0 0

0"Mine Location 0 Activated Mine P ,1 Gage Station

Figure F 26 Hesulta In live mine fleids, Mark VII.
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TABLE F I RESULTS OF DEPTH OrF OURLAL UIM5

aoka mi WT 12 t . I a~mi 34 L~k*-

Ism Will mdal rols =do. Ee out =als mals muit male MA12m a ml mall smi

1344 74 195 Ise 1 To 79 s4 o Ise 1 4 17? S7 INO i3 so s0
142 74 14? 17 141? 41 L47 62 144 4? 1ts Of a2 5
164 72 is? 44 1"1 13 172 42 173 so ITS SO so 43
Ise 14 170 is 112 49 1"4 5? lot 54 171 36 42 to
112 41 144 "4 149 64 174 40 112 72 174 $1 44 11
- - 173 71 144 44 141 s 17S 71 114 44 as 62

1I0 SS 133 24 111 19 171 41 171 44 1SO 44 36 $7
149 71 171 "4 142 41 1se f2 174 4.4 172 11a 41 74
172 a? 1t2 71 ITS So 144 67 is? 64 1ee 47 5? TO
144 41 17 0414 !! 140- t 1M? !23 M4 7 44- !! !

Aywom 144.$ $41 146.6 41. 1110.6 74 171.0 $4. 144.4 64. 1641.1 "A 43. 43J

1'4 GOAL 114 SI 1e1 41 112 1 141 1 14e 11I 123 " 44 U1
14O A4 17S 42 1se so 1M A4 ITS 34 136 SO 6 NO
171 s1 142 12 141 91 Ise 54 144 AS 1se So 43 4
149 so 14 so 1641 &1 1se S. 143 so 1in u 33 40
1OT 42 - - 143 14 1s4 so 193 Wk 141 so 36 1u
112 SO 1"4 4 143 4o 143 N4 1#1 11 146 44 =6 44
114 Go 14" 7 144 44 141 43 is? TO SO 74 34 111
- - 14 34 173 44 141 so 144 So Las 2 .2 4

111 N 172 Ise 14 ITS7 44 1AS 12 124 44 32 f
162 ! 141 41 1n- a1 142 L2 11-2 43 142 E m !!
141ae S.7 42.4 164.1 44.1 164.4 ".4 If.4. 42.4 144.1 641 139.1 " 2 36.4 U4.1

1,090 43A 39 41 so 54 144 Of 141 12 132 43 1IT So 23 IS
44 4 109 44 is? Go I1S4 Go 144 47 In N6 21 "6

36 I1 GO 42 111 42 142 SO 143 as 44 V1 29 44
SO 41 L12 U 16? 41 17S 14 143 Is NO N 21 a
41 So f4 43 144 61 142 "1 13 be 143 SO i2 a
4741 AS Go 1GO 5 s 114 11 in M4 144 48 SO III

42 Is 41 4 139 12 1SO 42 179 1 1"4 44 3 46
4? 4, 1s, 4 144 Ad 14? so 144 SO N 4 6 So,

47 40 132 41 143 11 123 S 123 47 111 So32 4
44 L" !! 44t 14 !4 3 1n !I !! !I24 1

A- V 14.4 12. W4S 132. 114.2 64.4 10044.640.4 141.4 911. 1044* M. 24.2 S4.1

1.736 24.4 41 46 44 42 7 3 62 10s 44 44 41 38 4? 14 Its
40 AS 53 42 74 4* 114 40 7? as 36 44, 24 44
49 4? 12 S3 44 51 111 5? SO 54 23 14 23 "9

0 41 4? 93 so so 41 of 53 IS 36 13l 14 41
SO 4 249 2 124 SO 110 so 13 3 36 56 12 IS
12 42 24 22 I.-I 42 103 44 so to 22 13 17 44
TO 26 &1 "4 III So so 47 .8 34 44 1.3 4m
41 SO 4 41 74 34 NO 39 79 46 36 at 1S 44
64 67 31 43 I3 111 104 25 104 44 23 44 1is 3

Au-aW 115.2 12.7 411. 12* 43.7 "A 91.1 40.0 61.4 S* 32 A 4U.1 14.4 43*

LAOS 15*0 1s 44 36 i1 31 24 48 42 42 31 44 29 44
21 44 2 4? 2? 41 5 44 34 34 33 44 Is Is
14 24 20 13 Cl1 41 42 40 14 43 43 23 24 41%
1S 12 24 44 44 43 1 41 43 24 is 49 12 5
12 24 31 26 31 Is 1 IS 111 24 36 41 2it 4
14 24 20 43 33 41 70 40 24 42 .1 14 is 41
12 29 322 4 44 27 79 42 54 44 SO 42 21 So
is SO 23 2 13 24 so SO it 1 2 $31. 21 ".
11 33 3 25 43 11 54 43 44 7 43 24 1s 40N
2S 23 1? 12 44 21 54 4o go 4o 32 11 41 40

Averm. 11.4 40.1 29.4 29.3 40.0 43.4 -1.8 44.4 12.0 4231 24.4 4S.2 21.0 483.
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TABLE F I CONTINUED [
Depth of Buri&I

0 3r|c. 7 inche.. 9 inches 12 inches 18 Inches 36 inches

R0Us UmUm GpjGapI Gap Reading R6dig Gapi4 Gap Rs1n e*igOvefrpresure Readngi Gap Reading# eding adi iP Readig e t Rap Gap

fe it Pat Mile tMiii Rile Rule m~iii mdlo mile miii milem ii mule m0Biis mile Milo

2.210 10.4 12 60 32 32 44 67 55 53 29 62 21 57 2 44

13 47 30 71 43 52 50 47 27 48 19 46 7 27

.1 42 32 49 36 63 40 60 27 53 9 56 9 32

11 49 23 60 35 46 42 44 21 46 8 49 12 50
1 s9 27 61 38 66 ?I 51 18 50 25 34 I0 53

S !_. 4! 52 33 54 32 47 26 43 8 55 10 39

16 40 IA I., 317 47 38 49 18 46 15 48 1 44

12 48 26 58 40 'l 1.3 50 37 3v 26 56 7 48
32 41 24 60 51, 35 43 57 35 39 22 36 12 46

116d 40 43 66 49 44 25 o0 16 so 1i 50 10 45

Avers" 13.09 46.9? 31.5 54.1 40.3 52.5 qq.9 51.0 25.4 46.8 17.1 49.3 8.0 42.8

2,130 9.7 -6 34 a 75 17 61 Ž6 57 S6 13 54 -4 49

. i 8 s 15 48 2 53 56 10 48 -19 33
-6 61 1s 55 ;. 55 13 65 i4 49 7 53 -11 42

_-5 25 2, 50 11 53 17 67 15 .56 5 5s -7 35
-24 38 13 59 11 96 17 56 19 34 0 60 -24 39
-16 25 11 62 6 53 16 55 12 53 3 58 -12 49
-4 33 12 52 18 69 19 53 14 51 -10 53 -30 27

-14 51 11 53 16 85 1i 41 15 46 7 47 -4 34
-18 39 9 44 20 60 15 51 17 49 11 56 fi so
-22 36 a 67 23 48 19 47 17 51 9 50 -- 2 48

Avetge -14.91 31.0 11.9 59.8 15.3 55.8 17.5 54.7 16.2 50.1 5.7 53.7 -11.7 43.4

3.211 8.? -4 50 4 SS 6 46 11 61 8 50 6 41 -19 41
-19 41 6 Ic 3 68 13 49 15 24 6 38 0 47
-2 48 1 60 2 47 3 62 3 63 4 55 -21 45

-12 S2 6 61 17 47 18 31 8 47 0 43 -- S5
-16 53 a 50 10 53 10 53 11 42 3 47 -19 3
-11 31 13 58 13 49 9 55 S 44 5 58 6 51

0 57 9 44 19 55 7 46 a 60 0 54 4 49
6 60 9 36 3 67 12 54 4 o!3 9 50 0 44
3 49 11 33 13 48 12 53 3 40 -2 51 -3 40

-23 37 7 53 6 41 19 46 1 46 9 52 -6 28

Amrseug -1.1 48.3 6.0 51.6 8.8 54.0 11.4 51.3 6.8 46.1 4.0 49.1 -6.4 40.3

6.m 5.4 22 21 -4 53 12 38 17 44 9 53 -6 55 -12 42
a 45 * ' 18 37 24 3r, 14 38 5 51 -16 35

12 t" I;; 1 ., - 1; 33 9 53 2 49 -19 17
1 47 15 37 11 42 20 29 7 46 2 45 -40 17

14 39 5 43 14 34 16 30 11 32 , 1 1, 1
9 44 7 31 1 31 20 38 10 46 -3 41 -11 3?
S 235 16 32 20 34 14 40 2 54 5 49 -29 23

13 26 3 50 13 39 10 52 9 532 49 -30 11
12 37 13 23 15 11 -26 57 -22 56 0 48 -12 27

2 36 9 55 6 45 20 47 110 55 0 56 -30 19

Avorim 1f9.,. 3G.9 7.9 A1.4 13.9 37.4 12.6 40.6 7.9 50.6 1.6 48.9 -21.3 24.4

perilemini error. r, dig 306nottae.
t Average as the el, of nine re-,inge.

M SAimlmtion 36 mote- reading cosidered incorrect.
l Kim" reedings indictel ike height of the pin ahow, the fuze.
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"TAB5L .2 CHANGE FROM A rVATIC TO A DYNAMIC PULSE

to niLe Us f. .mis MIao f." m.35 Male

3.000 21 I 3,040 16 41 3,060 i s 4

12 1 13 46 14 44

* 34 3 73 22
10 44 11 16 1a

A•mera4 13.1 64.2 15.2 14.4 14.0 14.4

3,120 33 37 3.160 1 so 3.204 17 54
24 41 17 10 11 46

* 66 7 62 1 43
1. 43 13 14 32 44

Aversli 18.3 43.4 13. 14.4 16.4 44.2

2.210 10 30 2.20 14 34 2,40 IS 63
13 30 A2T7 1.
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